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"Streetcar" uoens
For Homecoming
'By Paul Uiller
On September 29, 30 and October
1, the Stage Right Repertory Com-
pany will present Tennessee Wi-
lliams' classic "A Streetcar Named
Desire" in-th- e Shoolroy Theatre.
The show is a repeat production of
one of the five shows produced by
Stage Right this past summer.
The company, created two years
ago under the auspices of The
College of Wooster's Theatre De-
partment, is comprised of 19 per-
formers and nine technicians, all of
which are current or former Woos-t-er
students except for Dick Figge,
a professor of German at the Col-
lege.
Annetta Jefferson, Theatre De-
partment chairperson and director
of Stage Right, says it has always
been one of her "personal dreams"
to be involved in a repertory com-
pany such as this. Jefferson claims
that. "The Stage Right season,
which ran through July, was de-
signed to be not . only an artistic
challenge to the company but also
an educational and entertaining
season for the public."
The bill of fare this past summer
included "Streetcar," "One Flew
Over the Cuckoo's Nest." Noel
Coward's "Private Lives," William
Inge's "Come Back Little Sheba."
and a special children's show enti-
tled "Marmalade Gumdrops."
The students involved in Stage
Right enjoy it because of the oppor- -
w'' tunity it provides to work in an
intensive repertory ineatre
' tion.
Maria Whitaker, a senior theatre
major, says the intense rehearsal
and performance schedule offers a
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tremendous opportunity for profes-- l
atonal growth. .: -
. Bus White,, another second sea-- j
son veteran, calls the experience a
"group effort" during . which the
actors and techiciana work together
for the benefit of the company. '
The community concept is . fur-
ther - enhanced by the living ar-
rangements of the troupe. The
members live in a large college
provided house. They prepare twe
of their three meals together.
"The intense pressure and excit
ing nature of the experience cause
a kind of exhilaration which -- is
shared by an in the company a
feeling .which .1 cannot find any- -
where else." commented SteveQuandt a senior theatre major and
this season's technical director. -
. Not all the members are theatre
majors. Gretchen Shearer, a Stage
Right technician and junior chemis-
try major, notes that although it
may seem strange for a science
major to be so involved, her work
in theater has been a very neces-
sary and enjoyable part of her
education at Wooster.
Theatre has helped me learn
more about people and myself,"
she says. "I feel this is an integralpart of a liberal arts education."
"A Streetcar Named Desire" won
both the New York Critics' award
and the Pulitzer Prize. The play
explores the conflict between ideal-
ism based on the jaded memories
of a decadent Southern gentility
and a kind of naturalism that is
rooted in primitivism and naked
passions. '".
Jefferson says she chose the play
Continued on Page IS
Drowned
By Drizzle
BY PATRICIA BAUERLE
Alexander's Feast was initially
canceled as a result of the rain. Bill
Andrew and Tom Snode feared that
holding the festivity inside would
do injustice to the whole purpose of
the event "The whole idea was to
have a day where students could
relax outside on the hillside and
listen to the music, the different
types of music ... and have the
feast outside," commented Bill An-
drew, the student activities chair-
person.
- Although Alexander's feast was
originally scheduled to be held
inside PEC if it rained, Andrew and
Snode agreed that it would be
better to cancel it. Andrew felt that
if the Feast had been held inside,
then less people would have attend-
ed. Andrew admitted that instead
of an alternative place, an alterna-
tive date should have been sched-
uled in the case of rain. .' .
Before the Feast was canceled
altogether, an attempt was made to
hold it' on Monday, because Bac-
chanalia was scheduled for Satur
day. None of the same bands could
perform an the new date, so new
kariA tixt th he found." - '
- Due to Sunday's prediction-o- f
60 Tain for the next day and the
knowledge that only one of the two
recently scheduled bands was cer
tain to contain quality, Aiexanaer i
Feast was canceled. In addition to
the uncertainties concerning the
weather and the bands, only the
dessert could be scheduled for out-
side with such short notice. -
Financially, only 1350 that was
spent on hats is presenltlytied up."
explained Andrews. He further ex-
plained that only two of the bands
had signed the contracts; one
played at Iehabod's on Friday and
Open Containers Cause
BY DOUGLAS CHTLCOTT
Cans, cans and more cans. Hard-
ly a week passes when one fails to
spot a "Bud" can buried in the
grass or an empty six-pac-k ring
draped casually over an evergreen
branch. True, the old cliche. "Boys
will be boys" is always brought to
mind, but should the problem sim-
ply be shrugged off or is there an
alternative to this "Keep Wooster
Beautiful" program.
This question is currently being
debated by members of Campus
Council and the Student Govern-
ment Association. Dave Riley. SGA
Vice President has proposed a stat-
ute which would fine students $10 if
found outside a residential unit
with an open container of aleohoL
litter," according to Riley, "is a
res! problem on campus. Scattered
litter gives Wooster a bad image
which it does not deserve." .
Riley models bis proposal to fine
students on one currently in effect
at Ohio Wesleyan University. Ohio
Wesley an employs an open contain-
er system which fines first offend-
ers $20 and includes increased pen-
alties for repeat offenders.
Bissm an Loses
"Party Con tracts
BY EMILY DRAGS
On Friday, Sept. IS, the Dean of'
Students, Kenneth Plusquellee is-
sued a moratorium on all party
contracts issued to Bissman HalL
In order to express his concern
about the appearance of the cam-
pus, Plusquellee announced his de-
cision.
The faculty, the maintenance de-
partment and the Administration of
the College have all voiced their
views on the subject of litter and
agree something must be done to
alleviate the problem. Said Plus-
quellee, "the problem isn't limited
to Bissman ... it involves all areas
of the campus."
The student body has begun to
get involved with the issue also. At
the Campus Council meeting on
Sept 15. David Rfley, as RA at
Stevenson, proposed a $10 fine be
charged to anyone walking outside
with openr containers of alcoholic
beverages. Many opposed this Idea
because it forces resident assist-
ants to be police officers. The
resolution was not voted on and has
been sent to the Social Committee
for review.
Another - problem addressed at
ther meeting was the amount of
garbage on campus grounds. Re-
cently, a professor was so appalled
by the conditions of Bissman's lawn
that he spent his Sunday morning
picking uo six bags of trash. Sue
the other is scheduled to play there
later during this first semester.
Andrews stated that the hats may
either be auctioned so the money
could be used to help ventilate
Iehabod's or they could possibly be
used for next year's Feast In any
case the hat situation has not yet
been thoroughly discussed. ,
Snode stated that it was better
for the Feast to be canceled than to
Riley goes on to stress that the
fine proposal's main focus is on
drinking outside residential units,
since dormitories usually have
their own regulations concerning
open containers.
Enforcement is the problem
which Riley sees as the major
barrier to --the proposal. According
to Riley, RA's would rather not
have the added .responsibility.
Campus security is also reportedly
hesitant to assume the enforcement
role.
"Dave's proposed cure is harsher
than the disease." states Scott Fer-
guson, Chairman of the Social Con-
cerns Committee of the SGA. Fer-
guson views Riley's treatment of
the litter problem as too severe. '
Ferguson admits the existence of
litter on campus but sees It as a
localized problem, rather, than a
campus-wid- e issue. ".
Addressing the proposal. Fergu-
son cites several problems which
plague its adoption by the Campus
Council. First of all. Ferguson sees
the proposal as being discriminato-
ry. For those with a lot of cash on
hand, a fine would tend to be
Clydesdale believes. "If there is
anything that we can do we should
do it" Clydesdale, who is chairper-
son of the Campus Council, wishes
to see an "increase in respect for
the campus."
Various incidents lead Plusquel- -
lee to form , his conclusion about
Bissman and throwing parties. He --
has mandated that the dorm "clean
up its act" or else there will be no
contracts provided. The dorm re si--.
dents must establish a written do--.
cument explaining how they are
going to solve the garbage problem
and basically improve the living
conditions In the area.
Jenny Dean. President of the
Student Government Association,
expressed her opinion on the sub-ject by stating that "the problem
lies in the enforcement of the State
law dealing with drinking and. the
"Scot's Key" , drinking code. Nei-
ther of the laws are enforced be-
cause Hall Council is cumbersome '
and the process takes too long to
work effectively."
Everyone seems to agree that the
problem of litter on campus must
be tackled; yet as of now nothing
has been suggested but increasing
trash receptacle evaiiaUHty. Dean
.believes the first step is to "raise .
students consciousness. This stu-
dent government is supposed to be
self-governi-ng and I think it should
be."
hold It inside as had been done wtth
Packer Day in past years. Rather
than having the first annual Alex-
ander's Feast not experienced as a
success, those in charge of the
Feast chose to use . the $1500 for
another activity this semester. The
other activity has yet to be decided,
and the Alexander's Feast win be
held next year with a rain date in
mind.' ',
Controversy
shrugged off. The fine takes on
added significance however, for the
less wealthy members of the stu-
dent body. .
Ferguson goes on to mention that
such proposal would help widen
the gap present between student
and administration. "As students
continue to criticize Woostet's so-
cial conservatism, this proposal
adds to the already strict social
rules of the college." he added.
According to Ferguson, this pro-
posal is an attempt to regulate
social behavior to such an extent .
that an aura of high school discip-
line pervades campus life. . ".
Ferguson reiterates Riley's con-
cerns on the enforcement issue.
After speaking with almost all of
the RA'a on campus, Ferguson
reports that an overwhelming, ma-jority oppose the proposal.
The open container fine proposal
has been tabled for further study
by both the Campus Council and
the SGA The feasibility of the
proposal is being actively pursued
by the Social Concerns Committee
of the SGA and was the topic of a
Sept 20 Pit Stop.
Pe 2
Me-Fir- st Syndrome"
Plagues Community
Next week the campus will swarm with alumni clad in
MacLeod plaid ties and scarves with class pins and mums
pinned to their clothes; these people are breathing edifices of
Wooster's past. Everyone of them nurses a warm memory, a
tumorous anecdote or enlightening experience relating to
their years at "dear ole Woo." Once they finish hugging their
buddies and reminiscing about old times, they will look
around at the new buildings, the new campus issues at hand,
the new attitudes of the faculty and students here, and at
some point these alumni will ask themselves, "Whatever
happened to the Wooster we knew?"
Well, what is happening? Two weeks ago a panel
discussion, spinning off of Betty Shull's convocation,"Yanke-lovic- h
and the New Values," came to the consensus that
Wooster's "sense of community" is deteriorating. Crudelyput, this reality is a harsh one.
Some members of the discussion attribute this lack of
community spirit among faculty and students to the
tion of requirements that "regulated" a community. Re-quired chapel attendance is a prime example. Although this
stipulation did not exactly thrill the students of oastgenerations, going to chapel did enforce a daily common hour
with the entire campus, which provided more opportunities
for interaction among the student body, administration and
faculty.
I'm working in my third year here and I have yet to ,
experience a situation where the entire school was involved.
Convocations and lectures are a gallant attempt to achieve
this goal; unfortunately, it is rare occasion when more than
10 of the campus attends.
A more diverse population serves as a second explanation
for this dilemma. "With all these new opinions, political
outlooks, religious practices and customs, how could we everbecome a unified campus again?" True, in the last decade
especially, the school has attracted a larger kaleidoscope ofpeople who bring with them a spectrum of perspectives and
.experiences. It was my impression that the purpose of this
"added dimension" was to expand some myopic outlooks and
enrich the quality of education not stratify the campus.
How can we achieve the former if we never interact with one
another outside of class, .meals and an extra curricular
activity or two? -
A third point emphasizes personal attitudes in
conjunction with the times. One could surmise that we are
victims of the "me first syndrome" that has plagued the
nation in the last decade. This trend has created a mind set
that centers on individualism and "survival of the fittest."Surrounded by movements for civil rights, women's rights,gay rights etc., we have become more aware of ourindividual needs and less concerned with the needs of others.As tuition increases and budget cuts are made, we become
more demanding to get what we have paid for and less
willing to compromise. The diminishing job market has put a
competitive edge on many of the relationships between
colleagues. Some are so anxious to be number one that they
never take the time out to reflect on what they are learning
or experiencing as they move through Wooster.
As a result, contribution to the college community rateslow on the priority list. Although attending lectures anddiscussions, playing a sport, serving on panels and commit-tees or supporting a political issue may "broaden academichorizons or round out a liberal experience," these activities
aren't going to pay the tuition bin or help finish a doctorate.Unfortunately, those who do feel a responsibility toward
campus Jinity. are often over - burdened with trying to
motivate those who really don't care much beyond their own
self-interes- ts.
The panel discussion tried to end on the note, "Well we
really should do something about this." Quite frankly, I don't
think another "committee to examine the issue" is the
solution, but it is a start. We, as members of this community,
need to start thinking about how we can revitalize thequalities that make this institution unique. We have to rid
ourselves of this chip on our shoulders that we, as a school,
are not as well known as other institutions and take a little
more pride in our school. According to a study produced by
Franklin and Marshall College on baccalaureate sources ofPh.D.s, Wooster has ranked 11th for the past 60 years.Academically we are among the top, but socially we have left
a lot to be desired.
Wooster has always been described as a "friendly place."
Sure we are friendly but are we glad to be here? To
address the issue of community feeling, we need to examine
our own attitudes before we start working on a solution.
As yon watch the alumni return to Wooster next week,
try to imagine yourself coming back in 25 years. What would .you remember?
Sarah Simmons
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Soup & Bread
Defended
Editors:
I was quite dismayed by the
editorial written by Andrew Gold-
man on the "meaningless charade"
of the Soup and Bread Program.
There need to be a few clarifica-
tions made. - --I.:;
1.) Mr. Goldman's figures were
entirely wrong: Approximately 39
of food service's 1 budget goes to
paying for food. The rest goes to
paying employees, maintenance.
etc By eating a simple meal, we
can only reduce that 39 which
goes to pay for the food costs.. Of
the 33.70 that a dinner ticket costs.
39 or 31.44 goes towards actual
food costs. When Soup and Bread is
run, that 11.44 is split into two
parts: a) $.65 (45) goes to the
Oxfam America organization and
b) $.79 (55) goes toward the cost
of the actual meal itself, which
includes soup, bread, peanut but-
ter, jelly, and drinks, etc. The
program does not operate at an
80 loss. I am very much at a loss
to explain how Mr. Goldman came
up with that figure.
2.) What Mr. Goldman was at
tempting to address was that finan-
cial aid money is slipping into Soup
and Bread rands. He Is saying thatpart of that $.65 is financial aid
money which is supposed to be
used for educational purposes. Ac-
tually the $.65 is money that is
saved by eating simply.
3.) Another important aspect of
the program is that it is open to
everyone on the campus. Mr. Gold-
man's suggestion about working a
campus job for a few hours a week
would be rather unrealistic. Not
everyone on campus is . rble to
afford sacrificing the money they
earn from a campus job to send
away. The purpose of campus em
ployment is not to raise money for
charity. It is to enable students to
support themselves in school. The
student employment office does not
have the jobs available to support
such an endeavor.
Granted, there will be weakness
es in any program such as Soup
and Bread. We welcome all sugges
tions and ideas that anyone thinks
will improve Soup and Bread, er
any ideas for new projects.
. Michael Barnaul
, C-11- 23
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Student Support Sections
Editor:
' We are writing in regard to Ms.
Kimberle Brodie's article concern-
ing the detriments of section life.
Our first impression was one of
surprise and amusement. -
The first point with which we
disagree is Ms. Brodie's assump-
tion that section life is equivalent to
section parties. In our three year
experience - at Wooster, - we have
been exposed to aspects of section
life which are not so apparent to
the freshman eye.
Section members are involved in
a variety of activities beyond their
so-call-ed "inebriated ... unintelligi-
ble ... unrefined ... and Immature"
parties. They play IM games to-
gether, hold fund-raisi- ng events,
live together and are support
groups for one another.
Peter Botti, Dave Bryan. Susan
R. Jones. Chris Luse, Racbael Por-
ter, Daniel Sikorski. Phil Undercuf-fle- r.
Sue Liggett. Chuck Craig,
Aaron Buda, John Wilkinson, Ste-
phanie Tan, Amy Weisberger, Liz
Manning, Tim Lewis, Patricia Bau-
er le
We feel Ms. Brodie has narrowed
the scope of section, life to one
extremely small aspect. In other
words, section life does not begin
when the kegs are tapped and end
when the beer runs out.
In addition, it is required by the
ISCICC constitutions that all
Greek letter organizations sponsor
a social service project once a
semester. For illustrative purposes,
the Omegas had open discussion
last spring in conjunction with Hart
House about relationships and how
they affect our lives; the Betas
sponsor a yearly Wooster-Clevelan- d
Heart Fund Bun and -- a haunted
house for the children of the com
munity; the Sigs play basketball
with the men from the town jail
system: the Oats raked leaves on
Conttmied on Page 3
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Seniors Feel
Kdtton:
As members of the Senior Class,
we are deeply concerned about the
new maximum credit policy.
whereby we are allowed to take op
to 4 credits per semester.
Our consternation stems from the
fact that we were notified of this
policy only when we returned to
college this - semester, indicating
that this decision had been made
over the summer holidays. There
fore, our primary objection is that
we, the class of S4, are the imme
diate recipients of a new policy; a
policy about which we had not been
consulted.
What exactly was the criteria for
this decision; was it the time fac
tor? We understand the demands
that senior - I.S. entails. We . feel.
however, that this policy is conde-
scending in that it presumes that
we have yet to learn how to budget
our time.
Or has the rationale to do with
the number of credits one is al
lowed to take per semester? If so.
why then is it only imposed on the
seniors?
We are unable to comprehend
either argument for the following
reasons:
L If time is the issue, our sympa
Convocation
Editors:
It's a shame to have to play the
Grinch, and grinchery is certainly
not the royal road to popularity.
The participants in Tuesday's de-
bate over creattonism seemed to be
having a fairly good time, for all
their nervousness, though the audi
ence was mainly typically Wooster
passive. .
But it is perhaps a little perni-
cious to try to get people to change
or to form their beliefs as a result
of such a debate, since It was so
badly done. Opinion formed on such
shaky grounds are not worth hav-
ing. . ..... . :. - .
AH four of the participants put
forward, at high speed or low, an
alarming exhibition of wrong, par-
tial, and misunderstood notions.
.They didn't understand how science
works, whether they espoused
crude empiricism or Popper's view
of science. They left totally, unex
And Bread
Editors: 'I r - x- - fr:;- -
According to the article written
by Andy Goldman in last week's
Voice, "Soup and - Bread" is a
symbol of failure. It is not a "noble
cause" as' many would like to
think, but an inefficient shell of a
gesture toward the mammoth prob-
lem of world hunger. He tries to
discredit the program in two ways.
First, he attacks the value of the
program in terms of funds wasted
then he attacks the idealism of the
program. It is this second criticism
I would like to address.
"One of the main purposes of
'Soup and Bread' is. to create an
awareness on campus of the hunger
that is prevalent in the world." I
admit that this seems like an awful
big claim for such a small pro-
gram, but it does attempt to . do
this. On a campus where there is
no lack of food whether in quantity
or Quality, one must educate In a
relative . manner. "Soup and
Bread" , attempts to strike a con-
trast no matter how small between
our normal meal and this "simple
meal." In this way.' it brings one
Into- - an - awareness that one has
THE WOOSTER VOICE. FRIDAY. SEPTEMBER 23, ltSS
Credit Crunch
thy then has to lie with those on
varsity sports teams, the band.
chorus, classes with labs and other
co-curricu- lar activities. These stu
dents devote 'x' number of hoursper week with little or no credit in
return. -
- il If time is not the factor why
are we being suddenly confronted
with credit limitations? Throughout
our four years here we have been
encouraged by advisers, the regis-
trar and the administration to go
beyond pure book learning, to ex
tend ourselves in the true sense of
a liberal arts education and
.
yet
now we find we can no longer take
courses for recreationinterest or
those necessary for graduation
One such student affected by this
policy will be unable to continue
her flute lessons second semester.
Another student needs M credit to
be able to graduate with his class
in Ifay.
Germaine Carter
Lakshmt Daniel
Elisabeth Donaldson
'
' Robin Heginbotham
Cheryl Lower
Keith Pentland
Sue Steinkraus
Sundaram Tagore
amined many crucial terms,, like
"faith. With no apparent plan.
they gaily mingled considerations
of specific evidence and runs at
more basic questions. They fired
words at each other from enfilade,
not much caring if the shots really
Is it a defect of the format,
or of something deeper? Probably
the format can take some of the
blame, since racing against.' the
clock is not conducive to reflection.
But more importantly the defect
lies deeper:. The participants Just
did not understand what they were
talking about. Is that because half
were freshmen? Apparently , not,
since the sophomore and the senior
were no better off. So it looks as
though the distribution requirement
has not impressed the creationists
with much understanding of sci-
ence, nor the religion requirement
the evolutionists with an under-
standing of religion.
It is worth thinking about
James Haden
come to eat something different.
Why? That can only be answered
by each individual.
' This awareness of hunger that is
communicated in this vicarious
manner doesn't do a whole lot.
admittedly, but it does do two
things. It provides a beginning for
student involvement in the area of
hunger. If a student wishes 'to
pursue his involvement, heshe canjoin with Myer's house in planning,
educational programs, and other
worthwhile projects. It also gives
the average student a chance to
commit himself to a cause. The
commitment is small, but like any
other commitment it is felt in some
manner.
In many ways, "Soup and
Bread" Is working with the intangi-
ble. Certainly, there are 380 per-
sons, present in Kittredge on any
given Tuesday night, but whether
they gain anything out of the expe-
rience one . can only speculate. If
the program motivates one student
to be concerned for world hunger,
then it has accomplished part of its
goaL The intangible is the hope
that somehow, out of this vicarious
activity, a glimpse of empathy for
the hungry will come.
Khtg Hamsher
.. . ...
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Sections
Supported
(Vmttmwd from Page 2
campus and did maintenance in
Holden Hall; CrandeH members
participated in the Apple Creek
program; the Delta were involved
in an all-camp-us clean-u-p; the men
of Kappa Chi have worked at the
Justice center and are planning a
10K Charity run; and finally, a
percentage of last year's Greek
Week profits went to aid the United
Way.
Secondly, we would like to direct
Ms. Brodie's attention to the fact
Dichotomy:
Pss
Gun Control: Boon or Burden?
CON:
BY WARREN A SXIDEL
The Second Amendment to the
Constitution reads. "A well regulat-
ed militia being necessary to the
security of a free state, the right to
keep and bear arms shall not be
infringed." This passage is one of
the most nebulous and controver-
sial in the entire constitution. The
question of handgun regulation
ranks with abortion as one of the
most discussed social issues of our
time. The debate over the prospect
of banning guns has frequently led
to animosity between pro-- and anti-gu- n
forces and the. controversy
must be resolved promptly.
It 1s my belief that guns should
be registered but not banned out
right. Registration of guns would
aid law enforcement officials in the
war against crime. Furthermore,
before a person is allowed to pur
chase a gun, a check of his past
history should be made. This would
limit aecess to guns by convicted
criminals and the mentally unsta
ble while still providing law-abidi- ng
citizens the opportunity to purchase
and use guns.
The primary goal of gun critics is
to place stringent restrictions on
handgun purchases if not to ban
them altogether and to deplete
existing arsenals of privately
owned weapons. Too often, anit-gu- n
enthusiasts tend to attack the Unit
ed States as an evil, violent nation
and blame it on the law-abidi- ng
citizens' who constitutionally - and
peacefully own and use firearms
Guns --'are a cherished American
tradition, vital to the defense of
individuals and the country.
The problems caused by guns lie
with the criminals who -- : misuse
firearms,7 not with the weapons
themselves. Criminals will always
be able to obtain cheap imported or
black market guns, while gun con-
trol laws would prohibit innocent
people from obtaining guns to pro
tect themselves. ' --
- Remember what happened when
the government tried to ban alcohol
during ' Prohibition: the criminals
prospered while the innocent suf-
fered.' !- - . " -.- .-'.- .
The deaths and injuries caused
by the misuse of firearms must be
deplored, but on the other hand the
sensational and lurid horror stories
about the misuse of firearms must
not be allowed to obscure the im-
portance of guns in deterring crime
and saving lives. Guns can be used
by the elderly to protect them-
selves againt robbery nd attack
while the threatened use of a gun
may be the only way a woman
living alone can deter a rapist. In
that not only section members at-
tend and hold parties. Club women
as well as many independent men
and women engage in the same
activities, get "inebriated." and try
to meet freshmen. In addition, not
an those who attend the parties are
set on becoming intoxicated or
making a pick-u- p. Numerous peo-
ple attend Just by virtue of the fact
that they desire an alternativeform of social contact other than
that which can be acquired in
Lowry, the library or class.
Lastly, we would like to point out
that Ms. Brodie was informed by
someone other than a section mem-
ber that section men do not like to
share their dining tables with any-
one other than themselves. Ms.
Brodie seems so highly concerned
with ethical considerations that we
addition, many businesses need
guns to protect their employees and
property against criminals.
Furthermore, outright bans on
handguns could open the door to
restrictions on long guns, hunting
guns, and even other fundamental
constitutional rights. A ban on guns
could force legitimate gun dealers
and collectors out of business and
hamper the effectiveness of law
enforcement officers and private
security guards. . .
A ban on handguns would only
serve to prompt criminals to switch
to rifles and shotguns. These weap
ons are inherently more dangerous
than handguns and such a move
might lead to even higher levels of
violence,
. and .murder. The . only
difference between long guns and
handguns is a hacksaw blade.
Increased crime makes handguns
necessary for self-defen- se and pro
hibiting them wul mean that only
criminals will have guns. The an
swer to the problem of handgun
misuse lies in stronger measures
against crime, rather than in re
strictions on guns. The best way to
deter criminal violence with guns is
to require tough and . mandatory
sentencing laws in crimes involving
the use of guns. Another possibility
is to revive the death penalty for
atrocities committed with a gun.
These measures would serve to
protect the innocent and punish the
guilty.
.
-
Guns have been an. integral part
of America's heritage. They helped
us in our struggle. for independ-
ence, aided in the settlement of the
frontier . a nd ha ve protected us
down to the present day. Banning
the private ownership of guns
would weaken our resolve to pro-
tect ourselves and those things
which we cherish, while at the
same time, perhaps paradoxically,
give an impetus to criminal activi-
ty.
PRO:
BY D.J. SIKORSXr
France 143 murders per year.
England 400 murders per year.
Canada 647 murders per year.
West Germany 70s murders
per year.
The United States of America
20,053 murders per year.
Population figures don't make up
for the differences in numbers. The
first four countries listed had homi
cide rates of 1.0 to 2.0 per 100.000
people,' The rate for the US is
closer to 9.5 per 100,000, Fully
62.4 of these murders are caused
by people using guns.
.
-
Why? Because this nation, unlike
the greater majority of Western
feel she should examine her own
ethics. Ill other words, please do
not accuse section men of not
treating their peers with respect
until you have been explicitly asked
to remove yourself from their ta-
ble. Hearsay, Ms. Brodie, does not
warrant condemnation.
In conclusion, it does not appear
that Ms. Brodie has answered the
question, "What is the value of
sections?" Rather, she has merelyput into print her opinions regard-
ing the value of section parties. We
counter Ms. Brodie by saying thatit is reminiscent of our elementary
school days to engage In judgmen-
tal Journalism which is the product
of inexperience and unsupported
assumptions.
KathyA. Wilson
Debra S. Marslee
nations and Japan, has refused to
enact a comprehensive gun control
bill, certainly, there are regula
tions about the possession and use
of firearms, but there is nothing to
effectively control the flow of arms
to the streets and neighborhoods of
America.
Obviously, there cannot be any
sort of legislation preventing the
L American publie from access to
firearms. The Constitution provides
for the "right to bear arms." How
ever, there is nothing preventing
the registration of firearms. -
Therefore, I propose a nationwide
system , of handgun registration.
This proposal does not "infringe on
the right to bear arms.", but rather
lets the-governme- nt know, where
the guns are, who has them, and
why they have them.
The ideal nationwide registration
law would include: 1) a mandatory
criminal history check on a proa--l
pective gun-owne- r; 2) a statement
by the prospective owner, to show
cause as to why he feels the need to
own a gun ("protecting my home
from foreign invaders", is not good
enough); and S) a prohibition on
the manufacturer and sale of "Sat-- I
urday Night SpeciaL" .
Basically, if you have no criminal
record (except for minor offenses)
and ean, show a good reason as to
why you might need a gun (such as
owning . a business in a high-ris- k
area, or hunting), then there- - would
be no problem in obtaining a legal
gun.:.- - -
.
--
.Possession of an unregistered
gun would be grounds for a manda
tory jail term,-an- d use of a gun.
registered or not, in a crime would
be a federal offense. Furthermore,
the banning of the "Saturday Night
Special" is on the basis that that
particular gun is easily conceals
ble, easily obtainable, and there
fore, the choice of burglars, muggers and other criminals. v .
, --The allegation by the National
Rifle Association that guns don't
kill people, people km people" is
totally ignoring tne tact that when
people do kfll people, they usually
use guns. After the assassination of
John Lennon, Ronald Reagan be
moaned the - "loss to the music
world." He followed up with a
statement giving his support to the
anti-gu- n control people. After he
himself was shot, his faith in the
good Judgment of the gun owners of
American was stfll unwavering.
It is time to be realistic about the
situation. The US is becoming a
shooting gallery and the solution is
not in arming the ducks, but in
taking the weapons away from
those incapable of possessing one
safely.
Pace 4
NEWS
DIGEST
Compiled by Chris Lose(Beirut) U.S. Navy support
ships engaged in the heaviest fire
since Vietnam when supporting the
Lebanese Army Monday against
attacks by the Moslem Druse mili-
tia. The fighting is seen as endan-
gering the governments survival.
President Amin Gemayel's strate-
gy depends on the continued
strength of the Lebanese army and
U.S. support, but the army is fa-
tigued from weeks of heavy fight-
ing, and the U.S. is reluctant to
employ more of its forces until the
crises escalate . In the latest con-
flicts, Lebanese jets strafed Druse
and Palestinian positions south of
Beirut. U.S. Navy vessels bombard-
ed artillery positions deep within
Syrian-hel- d territory in Lebanon.
Both Syria and Israel put jets into
the air along with Lebanon, who
lost one aircraft Earlier, Druse
forces continued their attack on the
town of Souk el-Gha- rb. U.S. envoy
McFarlene was in Syria urging the
acceptance of a Saudi Arabian
cease-fir- e proposal.
(Moscow) The editor of
Pravda, Victor Afanasyev, criti-
cized the Soviet military for the six
day delay in acknowledging where
the Korean jetliner crashed after
being shot down by a Soviet fighter.
At the U.N., Soviet Foreign Minis-
ter Gromyko was absent from a
General Assembly session for the
first time since 1957. Moscow can-
celled the Foreign Minister's trip to
the U.S. after a dispute over trans-
portation from U.S. airports which
resulted in Soviet Aeroflot planes
Hoin a hnnH Th Womlin hit
turned an angry barrage of propa-
ganda against President .Reagan's
hard stand on the Korean jet affair,
labelling him as an 'ignoramus.'
Meanwhile, both U.S. and Soviet
vessels are searching the Sea of
Japan for the black box containing
the flight data of the downed plane.
The House voted to condemn the
Soviet act, calling on Russia to
explain the action and make repar-
ations. Also, a defense bOl includ-
ing funds for nerve gas weapons
passed the House, allocating $187.5
(Jerusalem) Israel's President
Chain Herxog began talks on form-in- s
a new government, and is
expected to name the successor to
former Prime Minister Begin. Be-
gin' successor in the Likud bloc.
Yitzhak Shamir has pledges of
majority support in the Knesset,
bat opposition Labor leaders say
they could win away some Likud
support.(Washington) A revised plan
--Cor eovwt rj&. rltui 'An Nteara--
u is teing consulted toy the &e&
' ate-- firteftfawince oaneL" The Panel'
--plans to vote quickly a whether to
- approve the proposal and suggest
farther funding. The CIA has been
working on the plan attempting to
outline the reasons the U.S. has
aided armed rebels fighting the
Sandinistas. Meanwhile. Nicara-gua- n
troops fought Honduras-base- d
rebels in three eastern provinces.
In El Salvador, heavy fighting has
been reported in the Usulutan prov-
ince. (New York) The U.S. won't
prevent any U.N. member from
moving headquarters out of the
U.S., if they wish. U.S. delegate
Charles Lichenstein said "The U.S.
mission will be down at the docks
waving you farewelL" Russia ac-
cused the U.S. of preventing For-
eign Minister Gromyko from at-
tending the General Assembly
Session.
A History
Of Crandell
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By DAVE SIMMONS
After reading last week's article
on the demolition of Crandall
House, many newcomers to the
College were informed "why"
Crandall was torn down. They were
not told "how" Crandall came to
be. "who" lived there, and "what
the significance of Crandall House
was to the College of Wooster and
to the community. This article will
enlighten the College community as
to the facts.
In 1885, a 48-year-- old minister
from Indiana moved to the Wooster
community in order to take over
the parish of the First Presbyterian
Church of Wooster. This man was
the Reverend Doctor Oscar A.
Hills, D.D. In that same year, this
"meticulous" man began his serv-
ice is a Trustee to the College of
Wooster. He served on the Board
until 1918, and was chairman of the
Board of Trustees from 1914 to
1917.
n !
i
-
r
L
In 1898, Dr. HOls resigned from
First Presbyterian and became the
minister for Westminster Church
which met in Kauke ChapeL locat
ed in Old Main. Shortly after bis
transfer to Westminster Church.
Hills bought the property at 806
College Avenue, and set about de
signing his own house. He drew
crude plans for his home and hand-
ed them to his contracter, Samuel
Ames. Drawing his supplies fromCarry Lumber Comeanv. Ames
managed to construct the Rever-
end's dream house into a reality.
On March 23. 1899. Dr. Hills moved
into the house with his wife and
three children.
,
v Hills - contributed , much of .Us
time, energy and money- - 'to - theCollege. Shortly-afte- r the fire which
devastated Old Main, Dr. Hoisjoined - the canvassers in raisin
funds to-- erect new academic build-
ings. In fact, his devotion to the
College proved itself when the Col-
lege was financially desperate to
raise 120,000 to complete 'a match-
ing gift of Louis Severance. Dr. O.
A. Hills donated the money from
his personal life savings and royal-
ties made on his books. This dona-
tion fulfilled the $10,000 need.
After more than 34 years of
service to the College, Dr. Hills
died on January 9, 1919. His wife
remained in the house until her
death in 1927. The following year.
Dr. Gertrude Crandall. a widowed
osteopathic physician purchased
the house and lived there with her'
five children. She converted the
Continued on Page 5
Convocation Opens Debate Season
By Chris Lose.
Tuesday's convocation, the first
of a series of Wooster Public For-
ums, offered heated debate instead
of the normal prepared address
delivered to a passive audience.
The mistakes, emotions and convic-
tions of both the speakers and the
audience were allowed a greater
freedom.
The structure of the debate and
the issues were set up as follows:
four initial speeches, alternating
affirmative and negative speeches
of six minutes, a period for audi-
ence responses; and a brief closing
statement from each side. The
resolution to be discussed was "Re-
solved, that creationism is a plausi-
ble, scientific explanation of the
origin and development of the uni-
verse."
The speakers for the pro-creation- ist
contingent were Christin
French, a senior English major;
and Tobias Magan, a freshman.
Speakers for the evolutionist posi-
tion were Shereen Boyer, a fresh-
man; and Scott Piepho, a sopho-
more economics major.
The debate was formally intro-
duced by Barbara Hampton, who
was instrumental in its prepara-
tion. She then turned the proceed-
ing over to the moderator, Donald
Harward, Vice-Preside- nt of Aca-
demic Affairs.
The opening volley in the battle-
field of discussion was from Chris- -
tin French. Opening with a defin-
ition of science as "the
quintessential human activity, full
of human passions and hopes" she
listed a number of the standard
objections to-t- he voluOonaryp--
proach to the universe from neien
tific data. . ; :
These included the state of con
tinual expansion of the universe
since its creation, which assumes a
massive, burst of energy at crea-
tion; the lack of transitional fossils
between species; and the inability
of the obvious order of the universe
to have sprung from chaos.
The theme of the rationality of
the design of the universe was
common on the creationist side.
She finished with a quote from
Pascal: "Those people who honor
nature most tell that she can reveal
everything, even a creator." .
The reply by Shereen Boyer in-
troduced the central argument in
the pro-evoluti- on position: ereation- -
t.
Thm rhrtstfwilng ci thm Backaroo bflf.
pt. t- - . . - i ..
0
Scott Piepho makes a point at Wednesday's debate
Aeditormm. Photograph by Roto Northrop.
ism violates the scientific method.
Creationism. she asserted, begins
with a conclusion, then finds data
to support it. Evolution, however.
doesn't begin with an absolute, and
allows data to alter the theory--
She quoted Gould as saying. "Ev
olution is a fact." Religion is based
on faith, and creationism is a
religion. Boyer stated.
Some scientific objections to
creationism included the homolo
gous structures, in animals, the
examples of adaptation observed in
--4Mturevnd-the. de-evoluti- on of
--organians-dictated by the second
law of thermodynamics.
- The second round of the debate
opened with Tobias Magan's asser
tion that revolution is. o more
scientifically based than is Crea
tionism."
AH theories are based on precon-
ceived notions, and evolution is set
as an explanation not a description,
of the universe.
Blind chance is set up as the
force behind evolution, says Ma-
gan, and therefore the theory is too
vague.
The conflict between the ob-
served operation of micro-evoluti- on
and macro-evoluti- on Is too great
All theories of the origin of the
uMverse are beyond science, the
y v.
-
- .. ' - , .
'
'..
t--
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speaker concluded.
The final address by Scott Piepho
emphasized the non-scienti- fic na-
ture of creationism, and pointed out
in vigorous fashion that the crea-
tionists had the burden of proof, but
that. instead of substantiating their
position, they only attacked the
evolutionist theory.
Piepho also pointed out the proof
of mutation and selection as mech-
anisms of evolution. Despite the
occasional lapses of proof in evolu-
tion, he contended, the creationists
"have to prove creationism scien-
tifically."
The debate was then opened to
the floor, and several people at
tacked the creationist view. One
person even asked, "should ire all
torn to witchdoctors?"
Others, more restrained in their
comment, pointed : out various
proofs for evolution in carbon dat-
ing, genetic data, and other
sources. - In the final summaries.
the evolutionist restated their views
of creationism as unscientific. Reli-
gion rests on faith, but "proof
denies faith." The creationists end-
ed their closing statements with
this thought: "Evolution and crea-
tionism are . mere speculations ...
sased on the same facts. It's got to
eome down to faith."
The Buckaroo
dBflceystery ;
ThUe the freshmen were aetaing
Jnto --the olhgtate-wayo- f- life, the
--residents of Lewis House were busy
transforming a piece of junk into a
modern form of transportation.
During orientation week, two mem-
bers ""of the program house' par-chas- ed
a bicycle at Goodwill Indus-
tries for $10. Although it was, in
extremely poor condition, the house
felt it was worth putting the time
and effort into fixing up the bike.
Said one resident, "it was repre-
sentative of a childlike personality
suppressed in all of us."" Yet anoth-
er spoke of the bike as "foolish."
Aside from the easily reparable
'
nrnhlfm of flat tlri mil . rarm.ion, the bike wss of the female
Bersnaaimt i :
After sitting in the living room
corner dismantled for the weekend
Continued on Page 8 ; -
Emery King
BY BILL ST. JOHN
WOOSTER. OHIO . "In the
White House it is a daily game of
cat and moose between the admin-
istration and the press," said NBC
White House Correspondent Emery
King during a speech last night in
the College of Wooster's McGaw
Chapel.
King's speech. "The Reagan
White House," provided a report-
er's eyeview of how network news
travels from Pennsylvania Avenue
to America's living rooms.
"The White House is trying to get
a particular message across to the
network television audiences every
night." he said, "and the network
reporters cover the White House
trying to dig a little bit deeper .:.
it's a very serious game of cat and
mouse with high stakes."
After giving brief background on
some of the current foreign "hot
spots" such as the crisis in Beirut
and the KAL jet downing. King
discussed how the White House
takes into consideration how these
stories play over the networks.
"Media-saw- y people are part of
any presidential administration ...
because they know that they under-
stand the American television net-
works."
King then related some of his
personal experiences to explain,
"network coverage of the White
House and how the President of the
United States gets his message
across on the network to you the
American network television news
viewer." - . i
"The White House is the" most
controlled news asylum in Wash-
ington. D.C.." said King. "Because
he is the most powerful man in the
world, everything the President of
the United States says and does
makes news."
Yet the administration is very
careful about selecting the circum
stances and conditions under which
the President will be seen or heard.
King ssdd. Of course, part of. this
concern "comesfrom having been
shot at in the' assassination at
tempt" -
One of these circumstances that
King encounters- - as White House
correspondent is called the "photo
opportunity" or simply "photo op.
This is when the presidential aides
invite the press into the White
House to photograph the President
for about 60 seconds. Frequently,
and against the aides' wishes, said
King, reporters -- would'- take, the
opportunity - to- - question --the" Presi
"--
.
''
'
--.--
w..q-.dent. - --r -- V,.,;
King said that this made the
aides angry because the President,
whose hearing is slightly impaired.
would miss a question, and look to
his aides for help.
In order to avoid any more net
work coverage depicting the presi
dent with his hand cupped to. his
ear, said King. Executive Press
Continued from Page 4
house into a rest home and sanitar
ium. Short of treating mental ill
nesses, contagious diseases, ana
heavy surgery, the Hfll Sanitarium
had enoush facilitis to qualify as a
small hospital. Thousands were
treated in the sanitarium. Eighty
babies were recorded to have been
born in that house. Dr. Crand all
operated the Hill Sanitarium until
1942.
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Shares Insider's View
of Washington Press Corps
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Emery Kins apoakhif to the aodtaaee fcaPhotograph by Frana Jantaaa.
Secretary Larry Speakes Initially
threatened to end photo ops com-
pletely.
"Everybody knew that was ridic-
ulous," said King, "because the
White House wants photo ops just
as badly as the networks..."
-
: The' situation was resolved. Dur-
ing the next photo op the president
simply- - refused to answer any ques-
tions. '"Press' relations aren't- - al-
ways so easily controlled," said
King.,..
Diverging from the topic of his
White House correspondence. King
discussed the growing potential of
the- - black- - vote in America. Tne
black voter turn-ou- t for the last two
years." said Kin?.: "reflects the
fact that black people may have
learned that elections can make a
difference."
Citing several statistic! support-
ing this claim. King said. "One
doesnt have to be a political expert
to realize that all of this is saying
something. And basieally, what
black people think of Ronald Rea
A History
In the fall of 1942. Dr. CrandaU
had the rooms of the now "CrandaU
Lodge" converted into apartments
for College students. Single, and
later married, students rented the
apartment space until 1962. Dr.
CrandaU retired at 85 in that year.
and decided to donate her house to
the College of Wooster.
On November 3, 1983, CrandaU
Lodge was dedicated to the College,
and it became "CrandaU House."
McGaw Chapol last Monday arming.
i
gan Is that we don't want to stay
your course."
Judging from the Reagan Admin-
istration's recent attempts to court
the female and Hispanic vote. King
said. "The White House doesn't
seem too overly concerned with the
Black vote"
Yet not only."are blacks voting,
said King, - they - are telling the
democratic party "not to take their
vote for granted."
.Concluding his talk. King urged
the audience to be responsible news
consumers "The Medla has been
the focal ' point .of a'; eonsi-israbl- e
mount of criticism, he said,
"some of that criticism Is warrant-
ed." - ..;- - .. v- -r
Calling- - on the audience to diver-
sify their-sour-ce of news. King
said, "We don't know it an. so we
can't possibly report it aJL"
Following the lecture. King field-
ed questions from the audience for
40 minutes, then went to a recep-
tion for him at the Black Students'
Association lounge.
Of Crandoll
Twenty-fou- r freshmen occupied it
already, and "plans (were; maae
to convert, its basement into a
recreational center." Of course,
this idea never came to fruition.
In the dedication speech. Presi-
dent Lowry expressed his gratitude
for Dr. CrandaU's donation of the
bouse, and promised that "...the
house would always be 'a part of
the College', despite tat College's
plans to build new dormitories."
Student Finds
Vital in Israeli Politics
By JOHN WILKINSON
How does religious belief affect
political activity in Israel? With the
constant tension and continous pos-sibil- itr
of violence, and the knowl-
edge of the traditions on which the
modern state of Israel was found
ed, this is indeed a complex ques
tion. . -
For the seminarpaper aspect of
STS-Isra- el '83, this is the area in
which I focused. And,' like every
adventure in Israel, getting there
was at least half the fun. After
spending many frustrating hours in
the Hebrew Union College Library
reading about religious and politi
cal activity. I brilliantly realized
that I was going nowhere.
I sought out John Lundblad, our
contact person, who gave me the
name of an activist in the peace
movement . After taking a short
course on the Israeli telephone
system, I set up an appointment
with Jacov Rosenberg, a leader in
the Os V'Shalom movement.
The most confusing part of the
interview was making sure I was
on the right bus. After three trans-
fers and 28,000 questions later, I
found myself in the suburbs of
Jerusalem, and the home of Jacob
Rosenberg. Besides the wonderful
content of the interview and the
rapport which was developed rath-
er quickly, the most amazing as-
pect of the day was that Jacob cor
rected his dog in Hebrew..
"The Land of Israel, for the
People of Israel, according to the
Torak of IsraeL" .With.these three
concepts in mind, land, people and
divine law, the religious inspiration
for the - creation of the State of
Israel is made evident
- Religious Zionism melds political
Zionism and an understanding of
the Torah and the Diaspora, the
exiled condition of the Jews. Reli-
gious Zionism placed as the pri-
mary religious goal the return to
Zion. This is, then, , not simply a
political goal, but the fulfillment of
God's prophecy. This history
evolves from the OldcTestemeat to
contemporary Israel. The goal of a
Jewish homeland is universal in an
Zionism. . vs c- - ,
The political Zionists rejected
any religious basis for. the forma-
tion of a Jewish : state. Moreover,
throughout the Old Testament there
are stories of God's continuing
covenant with the Jewish people. It
is the --fervent belief of Jurtlaam
that Jew must iiv i EntM t.Ws- -
rael. the Promised -- nd- too.
There is much Old Testament and
Talmudic Teaching which illus-
trates this motivation. :'--
Religious Zionism aims for two
targets, a physical implementation
of the teachings through the land
and a spiritual inspiration of living
life based on torah,- - possible only
in Erets YisraeL EretsYisrael be-
comes the synthesis of the people,
land, and divine law, and Judaism
win flourish;
House
Sorry, to say" ... but priorities
change and buildings fall down ia
time. .
In 1975. the members of Kappa
Phi Sigma gained possession of the
CrandaU House. A picture in the
1975 Index shows the members
sitting on the front porch with a
"CrandaU Lodge" sign over their
heads. In 1978. the members of
Kappa Phi Sigma changed its name
to "CrandaU House" and has re
PaeS
Practically applying this faith in
the modern state of Israel is diffi-
cult to understand. The utilization
of the ideas is never clear cut The
religious parties and groups contin-
ue to be strong. In 1948, the leader-
ship that led to the creation of the
state was largely atheist
Religious activists would not al-
low the secularists to abandon reli-
gion from the functioning of the
state. ' There has never been a
government in which a religious
party has not been stronger than in
fact their constituency number.
There is probably larger support,
though for religiouspolitical groups
. than votes would indicate.
The major areas of participation
by religiously active groups are ingovernment institutions and
schools. Several cabinet positions
are controlled by religious parties.
Efforts are concentrated on the
Knesset and education because reli-
gious Zionists want the young to be
educated in the spirit of Jewry and
to use the political arena to strength-
en the schools.
The government operates the na-
tional school system, which in-
cludes much Jewish teaching. The
Bible. Jewish history and Hebrew
are all provided in healthy doses by
the schools. - "
. There are several groups which
are politically active for religious
reasons. The MafadaL the National
Religious Party, is the most promi-
nent group. The Aqudat Israel is
gaming strength from the NRP as
Israel drifts toward a more Zionist
.attitude.''.' ... --r r.
The . Gush Emunim is notable
because of its violent political ac-
tion. The Gush insists that the Jews
have the right to an of Palestine,
and has made settlements in an
areas where there were Old Testa-
ment villages. As a result of the
Zionist swing in Israel, the Gush
has picked up support
Os V'Shalom is a moderate group
adhering to the teachings of the Old
Testament and the sanctity of hu-
man life.. Os V'Shalom is based on
Psalm 29, "The Lord win endow Els
people with - strength, . and bless
them , wtUi, peace." . Os V'Shalom
sees the taking of human life as a
rejection of God's .word, and .if
peace. Js a condition, they wiU rec-
ommend any negotiation settle-
ments. - .. .,.
Briefly. I have demonstrated that
the Jewish entity is unique because
of its religious character. Religious
Zionists helped create .and now
participate ia the governing of the
State of IsraeL :
- Mnclr background, theological --
and historical has been dismissed --
ia the interest of brevity, but must :
be studied in order to develop a
clearer and more complete picture.
Religion has a particular and spe
cial role in the State of Israel. It is
important to explore the religious
political Israeli state to garner an
understanding of the current Kid
dle East situation.
mained so ever since. Today, this
section, for the most part resides
in what they refer to as "Concrete
Cranaail cissmaa naii.
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Lou of people having a good time at
Undercufller.
Bacchanalia
BY DON SANDFORD
One of Wooster's best attended
parties took place this' past week-
end just outside of the city limits.
Beck's Family Campground was the
site of this year's Bacchanalia. The
12th annual party was again organ-
ized by the members of Crandell.
At 12 noon all of those people that
had paid the small 6 admission
charge began to trickle in. The
promised SO kegs of beer were
already chilled and the first few
were being tapped. The first band
of the day. The Class of '69 was
there too, and ready to start play-
ing. A delay in getting the flatbeds
that were to be used as the stage
prohibited them from starting on
time, but nobody seemed to mind.
A car stereo was cranked all the
way up and the party atmosphere
was starting to build.
The weather was comfortable,
but not warm enough to entice
anyone to swim in the small pond.
Swimmers would have posed no
problem to the organizers of Bac-
chanalia, they had hired a large
team of Red Cross-certifie- d
lifeguards for the entire day.
As more and more people rolled
in. tents were set up in the grass, a
sure sign that this party was going
to go on for a long time.. By 2:30 the
Bike Buckaroo Mystery
Continued from Page 4
the bicycle's reconstruction began.
Painted sunshine yellow and rocket
blue checkers, the bike received
special racing grips, a simulated
leather banana seat and a magical
horn.
Once built, the emotional attach-
ment to the bike increased. Al-
though one member persisted in
calling the bike "foolish," most
residents were pleased with the
results, "It was a last grasp at a
fading past," said one. Explained
another, "it was 'a childish exten-
sion of the owners imagination."
Profoundness abounded when a res-
ident commented,"it was nice."
In order to express their joy over
the completion of the bicycle, the
house's inhabitants threw a party
and performed a christening cere-
mony naming the two-wheel- ed
masterpiece the "L'il Buckaroo."
At this point the bike was consid
ered "a member of the family
which brought much happiness to
alL"
' Unfortunately, on Sunday, Sept
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1
Bacchanalia. Photograph by Phil
Big Success
band was pounding out the music
and a few people were dancing in
rront ox the stage.
Around 5:00, many of the people
that had been there for a while
decided to head back to campus for
a meal and some warmer clothes.
Almost all of the people that were
going were either back from dinner
or had just gotten there by 7:00. As
the evening hummed along, more
and more people were dancing and
it was obvious that many people
Were going to be there for a long,
long time. The people that had
made it to this year's Bacchanalia
were getting their money's worth.
The crowd was not as large as
some of the organizers had hoped,
but this was caused by two major
factors. In the first place, this was
the first year that the annual
spring party was held in the fall,
due to the new semester schedule.
Secondly, all five of the sports
teams were slated for out of state
action on the day of Bacchanalia.
As one Crandellite put it, "... in and
of itself, that could account for 200
people." All in all, this year's
Bacchanalia was a well-organize- d,
well-ru- n and entertaining party,
and one that many hope will contin-
ue for many years to come.
4, the Buckaroo was stolen from
the house's unguarded living room.'
I couldn't believe it had been
taken something meaning sol
much to us." Remaining consistent!
with his feelings about the bike one
resident said, "How foolish to steal)
that bike." Another was "seriously
disappointed that someone had en--l
tered our humble abode and taken
a part of us which can never be
replaced ... it was like losing a
roommate." Initially, the house
thought the theft was a joke and
that the bike would return as quickly-
-as it had vanished; however no
one has heard anything about the
"Buckaroo." The missing bike was
reported to security yet no leads
have been established.
All have lost hope; hence, funeral
services for the "L'il Buckaroo"
win be held Saturday- - evening. A
reception will follow. If however,
"if anyone knows anything about
the Buckaroo s whereabouts please
contact Lewis House. There will be
no retribution if it is returned."
Residents of the house only wish to
say, "Buck, please come home ...
we miss you!"
BY EMILY DRAGS
Last spring quarter, a group of
individuals attempted to form an
other coed house on campus. The
Program Committee failed, howev-
er, to approve the proposal. The
two existing coed program houses
are strongly supported and. are a
tradition on campus; hence, the
committee was unable to provide a
coed house for the group. Despite
being unable to live with one anoth
er, the students, unwilling to give
up the idea, decided to follow
through with the program.
The residents of Lewis House and
those of the second L .section of
Holden HaU have established a
Little BrotherLittle Sister Pro-
gram. Each person is a brother or
sister to a single parent child
between the ages of six to 16. The
group also hosts entertainment for
children who are on the waiting list
of the Wayne County Big Brother
Sister Organization.
There were a few problems when
the program was being established.
Sophomore, Julie Ferguson ex-
plained, "we had to prove to the
people in charge of Big Brothers
that we were truly sincere. In thepast people have wanted to get
housing and they really didn't care
Computer
Beginning
BY RICK FREAS
The new computer system, Woos-t-er
Net, is up and running. There
are currently 16 computer termin-
als at Taylor in room 203, eight
terminals at Kauke in room 25.
Also, there are terminals in all the
academic buildings fr the profes-
sors and their individual classes.
The residence halls all have a
computer terminal hooked up to the
Vax 11750 minicomputer. Howev-
er, some of these terminalsa are
DecWriters ("smort" printers) or
minicomputers. Five new VT 102
computer terminals are on order
and will be installed in the dorms
as soon as they arrive.
The computer terminals at the
Academic Computer Center,
Kauke, Taylor, and the residence
halls are open to all students. All
together this is approximately 40
"public" terminals.
These figures, however, can be
misleading. The Vax at present,
can accommodate 20 simultaneous
users without any delay in the.
exchange .'of information. When
there arc-- more than 20 users on the
system the elapsed time for a reply
from the Vax will be minutes
instead of seconds.
Arnie Grossblatt, Acting Director
of Academic Computing, said that
in the next few weeks the amount
of simultaneous users will be in-
creased to 28. Dr. Grosblatt also
said that he doesn't think the wait
for replies from the Vax will go
over half an hour during periods of
heavy usage.
The computer system has experi-
enced a few minor problems in
these first few weeks. The first
problem was the inability of anyone
except residence hall directors to
open up the computer' rooms in the
residence hallsi This problem has
been corrected. Students' outside
door keys should unlock the com-
puter rooms in their dorms. This
creates a 24 hour terminal in each
dorm.
On September 15 at approximate-
ly 8:15 p.m. the Vax shut down due
to hardware problems. One minute
later the Vax began its restart
about their kids. We were veryj
persistent, luckily things worked
out." Now the only barrier is com
munication and logistics since the
croup doesn't live together.
The goals of the program are
quite admirable. First, the older
brothers and sisters act as an
outlet for the children's frustrations
and other emotions. The kids atti--
tudes improve." said Doug Hart, a
resident of Lewis. Another benefit
is the effect the program has on the
campus. "Hopefully we will be able
to get other students interested in
the program and convince them to
get involved with becoming Big
Brothers and Sisters" Finally, the
program has a positive impact on a
personal level. The relationship
which develops between the "little"
and the "big" is also an attribute
Being required to see each other on
a weekly basis guarantees that a
friendship is formed.
The members hope that next
year, after two semesters of suc
cess with the program, they can
attain a coed house. Hart and
Ferguson both agree, "the program
is great. Everyone is really happy
and it's fun to have little kids
around while you're at college."
System
Opera tion
program. The Vax was inaccessible!
for about 10-1-5 minutes. However.
people probably had to wait longer
than that to log on again.
Dr. Grossblatt said that though
there is no obvious reason for such
a wait, it would probably be caused
by everyone trying to log back on
at the same time. Dr. Grossblatt
also said that the flow in the
hardware program will be fixed by
Sept. 19. The Vax did not crash
from too many users on the sys
tem.
If. you have never worked on a
computer before and would like to
know how to use the programs on
the Vax, there are various semi-
nars and workshops available this
fall. Listings of these can be found
at the Academic Computer Center.
The Academic Computer Center
also has computer consultants
whose sole purpose is to help stn- -
BY PATRICIA BAUERLE
The Class of 1987 consists of 254
males and .215 females, totaling 469
freshmen who were enrolled this
semester. Nine of these students
were enrolled directly following the
completion of their junior year.
There were 24 freshmen transfer
students. . and 15 . freshmen were
enrolled to special programs. -
Valedictorians compose 4.8 per-
cent of this year's entering class.
Of the rest, 24 percent were in the
first decile of their high school
class; 14,8 percent were in the
second - decile, and ' 13.5 percent
were in the third decile. Altogether,
55 percent of the class was in the
top three deciles.
.
SAT verbal scores for the class of
1987 averaged 490,' and the . math
scores averaged 530. The medians
were the lame as the averages in
both Instances.
Freshman students' hometowns
are in 37 different states and 31
foreign countries. There are 39
foreign students and five interna-
tional students living abroad. Thirty-e-
ight percent, or 16 freshmen,
are from Ohio. Fifty-fiv-e freshmen
are from New York and 36 are
from Pennsylvania. Twenty-on- e of
the entering class comes from
Maryland, 18 from New Jersey,
and 17 from Michigan. Fourteen
students are from Connecticut, 12
from Illinois and 11 from Washing-
ton, D.C.
Freshmen who attended public
schools compose 65 percent of the
Class of 1987; those from private
Schools compose 29.6 percent, and
those from parochial schools com-
pose 5.4 percent.
Minority students include 13 fe-
males and 14 males; three of these
males are transfer students, and
one of the males is an early admit-tan- t.
.
dents who run into problems on the
Vax. Peter Havholm summed up
the practicality of the system for
students with the comment, "Com-
puter literacy will happen faster
for those students who want to do it
on their own than for those who
wait until someone gives it to
them."
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BY ELIZABETH KOREMAN
AND TALI TOMSIC
Cleveland may have the world's
worst humidity, ugliest waterfront
and dullest shopping, but there are
some interesting pockets of life.
The Flats fall into the more inter-
esting category. Surrounding the
Cuyahoga River, they house Cleve-
land's stock yards, warehouses and
nightlife.
The river is lined with cafes and
restaurants. From riverside patios'
the afternoon sun, and later the
stars silhouette bridges and freight-
ers. And the bands and seagulls
scream together. People arrive in
boats, wander in from the street,
and the atmosphere is casual but
the drinking laws are strictly
' The waitresses are pleasant and
the service is good. The prices,
amazingly for an urban area, are
very reasonable, but that is always
subject to personal taste, which in
the Flats could range from valet
parking to beer on tap. The Flats
are a wonderful escape for a happy
hour dinner, or an evening out,
especially now, before it gets too
cold to be outside. Below are brief
descriptions of a few of the places
to be found in Cleveland's Flats.
f
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THIS WEEK IN
WOOSTER
TUESDAY
Tuesday, September 27
CONVOCATION: A Bright Mo
ment in Wooster's History: Crea-tionis- m
vs. Evolution in the 1920s.
L. Gordon Tait, Department of
Religion, Mateer Auditorium, 11
a.m. Under the presidency oi ur.
Charles Wishart Wooster had the
reputation of being one of those
colleges where evolution was
taught. The professor in question
was Dr. Horace Mateer (recognize
the name?), Professor of Biology
from 1886-192- 6. Wishart and Mateer
both believed firmly in the princi-
pal of scientia et religio ex uno
fonte. Others did not like Wil-
liam Jennings Bryan, whose best
known encounter with President
Wishart occurred when both were
candidates for the highest office in
the Presbyterian Church. A fasci-
nating segment of Wooster history.
WEDNESDAY- -
Wednesday, September 28
FILM: Montenegro.
1981. An offbeat social satire
biade by Dusan Hakajevec, this
blm interweaves the life of a bored
put imaginative Swedish housewife
KSusan Anspach) who by chance
becomes involved with a group of
Immigrant Yugoslav workers.
Sharing primarily alienation, she
land one of the young men develop a
relationship that gives them a time
iof laughter, release, tenderness and
kragedy. Makajevec. a most un
usual maker of personal-social-p- o-
flitical satires, the best known of
THURSDAY- -
Thurs., Sept 29, 2:30-3:5- 0: Fath
er William k. caiianan will oe
speaking on US policy in Nicara--
gua, in Lean Lecture Room.
Fr. Callahan is a Jesuit Priest irio
He is founder of Priests tor Equity, and
of the Quixote Society.
SATURDAY- -
Buckaroo Memorial Service.
8:30 p.m. Lewis House.
Cummings, '65,
Finishes Study
At Princetpn
BY TOMMY SULLIVAN
PRINCETON, N.J. Susan
Cummings, a 1965 graduate of The
College of Wooster, has recently
completed a paper at Princeton
University on "American Artists of
the Early Twentieth Century."
In her paper. Miss Cummings
dealt in particular with the Ameri
Students interested in spending a
semester in Washington D.C, or at
the UN, or at several overseas
programs focussing on internation
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DISCUSSION: Question and an-
swer session with Donald Johanson,
nnufflasa Tviiin ?e. 4 D.m.
LECTURE: The Human Family
Tree: A Fresh Look. Donald Johan
son, paleoanthropologist and direc
tor. Institute of Human ungin.
Johanson tells the story of Lucy,
the oldest, most complete, best-preserv- ed
skeleton , of any erect--
walking human ancestor ever
found, and describes the lifiht his
discovery casts on our theories ofj
human origins, illustrated extenn
sivelv with slides. Johanson is
major figure world wide in the field
of paleoanthropology, ana a very
exciting lecturer.
McGaw Chapel, 8:15 p.m.
which is W.R.: Mysteries of the
Organism, combines realism, styll-zatio- n,
and an off-balan-ce editing
pace for a fresh, warm, and chill-
ing film. Special Prize. Cannes,
19SL English language.
Wednesday, September 28: An
informal discussion will be held
with Dr. Cropp and Karin Craven
on "Death and Dying" at 8:30 p.m.
in the Douglass lounge.
Ichabods is open on Wednesday
from 9-1- 1 P.M.
CHEM CLUB LECTURE: "Totally
Synthetic Heme Protien Models"
Darvle H. Busch. Ohio State um--
., 11 -- nn A.M.. Severance
ilau noom 111
Submissions to this cal-
endar should be made
to Elizabeth Koreman,
Box 2037
can artist Edward Hopper. Miss
Cummings' senior independent
study thesis at Wooster analyzed
French influences on Hopper's ar-
tistic style.
Last year Miss Cummings, who
has done studies for the Smithsoni-
an Institution in Washington, D.C,
co-author- ed a book with Prince-
ton's Karen Smith entitled Modern
Sculpture: atrocities in American
culture and Art. Miss Cummings
and Mrs. Smith are expected to
publish a supplement to their mod-
ern sculpture edition later this
year.
w
al affairs, can learn about these by
bringing their trays to Faculty
Lounge South on Thursday, Sept.
29, at 5:30.
Battling With Rock'N'Roll
In times of severe mental anguish and disillusionment
towards some of my more musically naive peers, I have often
donned my trusty sword (in this case a pencil) and
steadfastly headed into battle with an unyielding gargantuan
known as rock 'n roll. Not being one for pragmatism and
trends of conformity, I embark on my suicide mission,
keeping in mind the price of my betrayal. Why, you might
ask, would this present day David want to take on the
awesome presence of a musical Goliath, well knowing that he
might be crushed to death under a barrage of power,
amplifiers, corporate money and bad singing? The answer,
unfortunately, is as nebulous as the question.
As a newfound, but nevertheless enthusiastic, admirer of
classical music. I have often asked myself just what it is that
makes us listen to one particular kind of music over another.
Is it melody? Is it rhythm? Or is it just some intangible thing
that makes some of us prefer the din of guitars being chain-sawe- d
into kindling over the enrapturing sensation of a violin
section carrying one over the brink of musical pleasure? As a
musical mutant myself, I honestly don't know the answer. All
I can do is stand as a lone sentinel in defense of a style of
music that needs no defense.
Classical music is beautiful. Anyone who would deny the
empirical fact of such a statement is either hopelessly inane
or has been listening to too many Dead Kennedy's albums
Either way you look at it, the fact of the matter is that
classical music is the big cheese, the head honcho and the
king of all kings. As painful as it may seem to, Marvin
Middleclass and Mary Common-Denominat- or out there in
music land, rock n roll indirectly evolved out of the classical .
genre, as did almost everything else that we have come to
know. And like a father, classical music has had to watch its
unruly and defiant offspring (i.e. rock 'n roll, new wave, et c)
grow up in an amoral environment. But, unlike a father,
classical music cannot take the kids aside and slap them
around a bit. He must sit back and watch bis recalcitrant
kiddies bask in all the pomp and glory that he missed out on.
Sorry dad, there's not a whole lot you can do about it.
So where does this modern-da- y David lie after all of the
dust has settled? Perhaps caught somewhere between the
insipid but enchanting lure of rock 'n roll and the fiery appeal
of timpani and strings. Can there be no mutual agreement
between father and kids? Or must the musical generation gap
be further perpetuated by lack of appreciation and naivete? I
fear that all is lost. I have been brutally slain by the giant
called rock 'n rolL But come to think of it, who believes in
myths anyway?
By MacSquier
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Th Dance Company practicing for
DANCE
BY MEGAN WIESEN
Under the leadership of Kimberly
Tritt the Wooster Dance Company
enters its fifth season with a new
philosophy and energy. Tritt who
will receive her M.A. this fall, is
the upcoming eaaon. Pbotograpli hf Rob
also the modern dance and ballet
instructor on campus.
Tritt plans to run the company
differently this year, emphasizing
talent and cooperation. Everyone
will be expected to share in all'
aspects of production, dancing, cos-
tuming, and publicity. Surprisingly,
one does not have to dance in
recitals to be a company member.
The company will hold .weekly
This Week
Cleveland Museum of Art :
Sept. 25 Doris Ornstien HanH
sichord at 4 p.m. cost: free.
Sept. 29 In Vogue Through the
Ages: Discussin of the interreia
tlonships of Art and Costumel
Through the Ages. Begins at 1:30.
cost: free. For further information!
421-734- 0. :'
The Cleveland Museum of Natu
ral History:"
Sept. 23-3- 0 Planetarium
"When Can I See Venus?" weekend
shows at 2, 3, 4 p.m., weekday
shows at 2 p.m. cost: free.
Murch Gallery exhibit opens:
The Wildlife Art of Manfred Schatz.
Ends Oct 31.
For further information call 231-460- 0.
Cleveland Institute of Music:
Sept. 28 Paul Statsky and
Deborah Belcher: Violin and Piano,
show begins at 8 p.m. cost: Free.
For further information call 791
5165. .
The Cleveland Orchestra:
Sept 23, 24 Kurt Masur con
ducting; Mendelssohn: Symphony
No. 4, "Italian"; Matthus: "Holo- -
fernes Portrait" Mussorgsky Gort
schakov: "Pictures at an Exhibi-
tion"
For further information call 231
berlin Orchestra:
Sept 30 Denis de Coteau con--lducting; Finley Chapel, show at 8
p.m. cost: Free.
The Front Row:
Sept 24, 25 Ashford ft SimpH
son, with special guest Phyllis Hy
man; Sat shows 7 and 11 p.m.
Sun. show 6 p.m. cost: SIS. 75.
For further information call 449-- 15"). -- ' -
0
Northntp.
meetings, while classes win include
improvisation and movement. The
company will be studying pieces to
perforin before varied audiences
with the help of guest musicians
and choreographers.
The company's philosophy is that
the synthesis of enthusiastic mem-
bers and communal duties will
result in a strong and vital dance at
Wooster.
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Next Week
In Ohio
Cleveland Museum of Natural
History: . - ,
Oct. 1 Planetarium: "Comets:
Visitors From Space" 2, 3, 4 p.m.
knows on weekends 2 p.m. week
days through Oct 31. Cost: Free.pet. 5 Allosaurus under con- -
btruction 1:30-4:3- 0 p.m.
Oct 7. 8 Festival a la Saurus;
dedication at 8 p.m.
For further information can 231'
4600. ; - : ...
The Front Row: "
Oct 1 "Oldies Rock-N-Rol- U'
starring; Fabian, Del Shannon,
MarthaThe Vandellas, Drifters,
and Bobby Leiws.
Shows at 7 and 10:30 p.m. Cost
110.75. ' -
Oct 2 Loretta Lynn; shows at
4 and 7:30 p.m. cost $10.75.
Oct 4 Wayne Newton: shows
at 6 and 9:30 p.m. Call for advance
ticket sales. .
For further information call 449- -
5000.":--:
The Ohio Theatre Playhouse
square:
Oct 1-- 30 "Nicholas Nickleby
Tues.-Thur- s. Evenings at 8 p.m.j
matinees are at 2 p.m. Fri. and!
ISat evenings at 8:30 p.m. Cost
Istudents 88.50 for all seats for WedJ
and Sun. Matinees.
For further information call 1
800-492-60- 48.
The Cleveland Orchestra:
Sent 29. 30 and Oct 1 Horatl
Gutierrez, pianist: Mozart: Svm-- I
phony No. 35, "Haffner." ProkoJ
nev: -- Scythian Suite." Brahms:
Piano Concerto No. 2.
For further information call 231 J
7300.
tainties of fluoridation on the cam
pus as welL
The upcoming election this No
vember will include the third public
referendum on fluoridation, which
resulted from a petition . request
last February. The same fluorida-
tion proposal was defeated in 1956
by 2572 votes and again in 1970 by
1143 votes.
Fluoride is a general name for a
compound that contains the ele-
ment fluorine and is found in many
soils, plants and animals. Fluoride
also exists naturally in - water in
concentrations ranging from eight
parts per million (ppm) in Texas to
0.5 ppm in New England. .
One ppm, the proposed amount of
fluoride reported to maximize cavi-
ty inhibiting benefits and prevent
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the mottling or staining associated
with excess fluoride treatment, can
be quantitatively compared to one
penny in 810,000.
.
Some dentists assert that fluori-
dation would result in a substantial
decrease in the occurence of cavi-
ties thus saving much money and
pain for residents. However, even
from the health standpoint there
lacks a consensus of opinion. -
In 1977, Dr. John Yiuamouyian-ni- s,
a -- biochemist from Delaware,
Ohio and president of the Safe
Water Foundation, and Dr. Dean
Burk. a former National Cancer
Society researcher from Washing-
ton, D.C., attempted to associate
fluoridation with cancer deaths
through an analysis of statistics.
They compared cancer death rates
from the ten largest U.S. cities
which implemented fluoridation to
the ten largest cities in the country
which did not and reported that the
cancer mortality rate had risen ten
percent faster in the former than in
the latter. v .
However, the National Cancer
Research - Institute contended that
the study neglected other factors
affecting the cancer mortality rates
such as age, sex and race. The
revised analysis considering these
to the mnate department, at hia faculty recital last Friday eratoc la MeGaw Chapd.
Scientist"
Decay in Water Quality ?
3Y SUSAN R. JONES
Some describe it as an invasion
of the public water supply with a
deadly poison and others as a
means of providing better dental
care.
The fluoridation issue in Wooster
arouses strong emotion in those
supportive of and. opposed to the
proposal to add fluoride to the city
water supply. Thus, an affirmative
decision would impose the uncer
factors revealed no significant dif
ferences between the two groups oil
cities.
Aside from the medical - conse-- l
quences for the population, manda-- l
tory fluoridation ignores those with
special health - or religious beliefs
that forbid the intake of a medici-
nal substance such as fluoride. -- -
In view of the many facts and
opinions concerning fluoridation,
only some of which have been
enumerated here, the decision to
fluoridate is a complex, one that
will affect many whether they ap
prove or not
Improved dental health can be
achieved by choice for those con-
cerned, through intake of fluoride
mouth rinses, tablets and foods
naturally high in fluoride (such as
tea and fish.) This would increase
cavity prevention without invading
the water supply, making it neces
sary for those opposed to drinking
fluoridated water to find an un
treated source of this vital liquid
elsewhere. Further, - the possible
linkage of fluoridation to cancer.
kidney- - ailments or other medical
problems consequently supercedes
the high number of dental problems
that would exist without the treat-
ment of water with fluoride.
a
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Fagan's
998 Old River Road
. Cleveland
241-611- 6
Closed Monday
Entertainment Tues.-Sa- t
Sunsay 1-- 9 p.m.
Pagan's is an old-sty- le Irish pub
with an outdoor patio, dock and
raw bar -- with a full indooroutdoor
bar featuring Guiness Stout A typi-
cal pub menu is available which
offers appetizers, soup and burg-
ers. Moderately priced.
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D'POO'S
- Dancing Nightly .'
- Magic Night-Mo- n. --
Big Band 40's-SO's-Tu-es. " .
60's Night-We- d.
Entertainment Thurs.-Sun- . '.
D'Poo's is a trendy spot with a
nautical atmosphere. The interior
reminds one of the cabin of a
clipper, while outside one finds a
sunken bar and bandstand - sur-
rounded by a small ornamentalgarden and boat dock. The drinking
age is strictly enforced so blen-
der drinks are served. An expen-
sive, fun dinner menu Is offered.
The mention of D'Poo's in thePreppy Handbook has driven up
the prices and its popularity. Res-
ervations recommended. .
0!d River Cafe.
,-
-'
r
566-687- 7
Closed Sunday
Entertainment weekend evenings .
The Old River Cafe wine Co., a
redecorated warehouse, has as-
sumed the atmosphere of a lsco's
mod-dec-o Parisian cafe. Excellent
beer and wine list feature bever-
ages from France, Chile, Germany,
Norway, etc. Complete bar with
blender drinks. Wonderful salad
and sandwich menu. Delightful at-
mosphere with prices bordering on
cheap.
Directions to the Flats:
Route 83 West to 1--71 North,
follow into Cleveland, exit north of
West 25th Street make a right on
Scranton Road, which will run Into
Old River Road, and follow to
desired destination.
.
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DiMeola Does It
BY J.D. cox m
The name Al DiMeola is synony
mous with the most precise musi--l
eal notes produced by the mingling
of guitarist and bis instrument.
The names seen throughout this
review intertwined with Dilfeola's
are the greats of Spanish classical,
modern, jazz, rock, and the gray
areas in between. "Electric Rendes- -
tous" gives a good perspective and
overview of Dilfeola's seemingly
infinite works. This album which
includes many of his favorite styles
has great public appeal, overcom
ing his one problem, that he is
simply too good. Because many of
DiMeola s albums are faster and
technical they overwhelm the aver
age listener, sounding dry and list-
less. However, the soul and feeling
of his music make listening to this
album a moving experience.
Opening the first side is God Bird
Change, a rock-roote- d release com-
posed by the percussionist, Mingo
Lewis. The title track follows, be-
ginning with a Spanish classical
sound which evolves through rock
and back, with an assortment of
rhythm and acousticelectric
changes. The last song. "Passion.
Fire, and Grace," is a duet between
DiMeola and his fellow master
Paco de Lucia. The tract settles all
claims of who is the world's fastest
guitarist. The Spanish based song
is high energy that despite its
tremendous feeling it borders on
dry technicality. Al's and Paco's
notes are impressively individual,
clear and sharp, yet the picking is
so fast that one often has trouble
separating the notes.
The second side contains a selec-
tion of Spanish and jazz-base- d
songs, the most prominent being
Cms in. Composed by the keyboard-
ist Jan Hammer, the tract opens
the side with blue-lik- e notes that
bob along with easy strength.
Drummer Steve Gadd. bassist
Anthony Jackson, and keyboardist
Phillip Saisse round out the band,
leaving the composing to DiMeola.
However, their talents proliferate
Al's work along with guitarist Les
Paul, pianist Barry Miles, bassist
Jaco Patorius, and the members of
Return to Forever: Chuck Cores,
Lenny White, and Stanly Clarke.
This is the tacky day for those of
you interested in DiMeola. He is
coming to the Front Row Theater
on Tuesday, Oct 11, I p.m. with
guitar mastets John McLaughlin,
Paco De Lucia and the Dreg's own
Steve Morse. For more info, con-
tact J.D. Cox HI. Box 1403.
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BY DREW VANDECBEEK
STEVD2 NICKS
"THE WILD HEART"
The career of Stevie Nicks, it
seems, is firmly grounded in
vague, half-bake- d generalities and
romantic fantasy. Since joining
Fleetwood Mac with Lindsey Buck-
ingham in the mid-seventi- es, Nicks
has parlayed her image as a
"white witch" into millions of dol-
lars and a successful solo career.
Pop fans obviously thrive on Stevie
Nicks' story-boo- k princess appear-
ance and smoky, romantic song-writin-g.
Stevie Nicks possesses a distinc
tive voice and fits well into the
scheme of Fleetwood Mac, but her
solo career, although successful,
has been unspectacular. She leans
heavily on the songwriting and
performing talents of Tom Petty
for much-neede- d assistance. Nicks'
compositions on "The Wild Heart"
wander aimlessly, vaguely linked
by themes of unrealized romance
and romantic, fantastic scenarios.
One gets the impression that Stevie
Nicks hrs something more to say
but cant express it.
High points of the album Include
"Stand Back" and "I Will Run to
You." written by Tom Petty. The
title track opens the album on an
uptempo note but fails to really
make sense. The rest of the album
moves along musically with some
snappy piano themes and flawless
musicianship until "Beauty and the
Beast," the album's final number,
which reaches dirge-lik- e propor-
tions of overwrought emotion.
Nicks' lyrics are so painfully ob-
scure that the listener must work
hard at embellishment to make any
sense of it alL
As a part of Fleetwood Mac,
Stevie Nick's exotic image and
songwriting work well with Lindsey
Buckingham's snappy good humor
and Christine McVie's soulful bal-
lads. Nicks seems to reserve her
best compositions for Fleetwood
Mac albums, and this has not
helped her solo career. She has
some talent, to be sure, but her
songwriting lends itself better to a
group setting, where her esoteric
themes can be offset by others
compositions than to a solo career,
where she, when scrutinized, is
revealed as an object of hype. "The
Wild Heart" is a poor album in
comparison to Stevie Nicks' work
with Fleetwood Mac or her pre-
vious album, "Bella Donna."
Nicks' faults have come to the
forefront and her strengths, of de-
livery and melody, have faded.
This record is available at Round
Records-Ticketro-n.
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Vienna Program Highlighted
BY J. OXOUGHLTN
This, summer marked the 25th
anniversary of the Wposter in Vien-
na program sponsored by the col-
lege. This continually popular pro-
gram attracted 45 participants this
year, with interests ranging from
History and Urban Studies to a
Math-Dat- a Processing double ma;
jor. The reasons behind going were
as varied as the individuals them-
selves. Some wished to fulfill the
language requirement, some to see
Europe for the first time, and one
compromising student attended be-
cause, "Japan fell through."
The curriculum was basically the
same, for all students. Morning
classes focused on language and
culture and afternoons were devot-
ed to seeing the museums, galleries
and assorted cultural centers in the
City of Vienna. People found that
learning the language was made
easier by the necessity of having to
use it on a dally basis and that
appreciating Art History comes
naturally when what is being stu-
died is as easily , accessible as the
textbook.
Participants felt united as Ameri-
cans in a foreign country and as a
part of the Wooster community in
Vienna. The sight of a familiar face
was a comfort, especially when
experiencing tension as some felt
behind the Iron Curtain, in Prague.
Others noticed some hostility, to
- x
Charlca B. Baker. Kirk Shoger. John
c-.- fc . -
wards Americans, more pro-
nounced when the American did not
attempt to use the native language.
U.S. tourists, Kiwanis Club in par-
ticular, were not a source of patri-
otism for some Wooster students;
"rude" and "ethnocentric" were
two of the adjectives used in con-junction with that group. Kim Pat-to- n,
a junior Urban Studies major,
found that when he dressed in
European clothing and made an
effort to use German he was treat-
ed with more respect by the Euro-
peans.
Students' individuality was ex-
pressed in what they did with
unscheduled hours. A great deal of
free time was spent touring. Some
spent days on beaches, both clothed
and unclothed, and beer and wine
gardens were popular at night.
Bonnie Talbot, a Senior Math-Dat- a
Processing double major, is fluent
enough in German to have become
friendly with several younger Aus-tria- ns
and as a result was able to
see non-touri-st places In Vienna
that --she might have otherwise
overlooked.
On the whole, most particpants
wished only that the trip could have
been longer. All expressed a desire
to return and further explore Eu-
rope and expressed their thanks to
Herr Schreiber for his insight and
expertise throighout the summer1.
CITY NEWS
On the Square, south of the traffic signal
The store that has everything
Tobaccos, imported and domestic;
llaiazces; Newspapers; Novelty Iteas; Gifts; Games; Etc.
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Campus Council:
How It Operates
.
:. By SUE CLYDESDALE
Campos Council fuffert from two
of the identity, problems experi
enced by most - other groups on
campus few people know what it
is, and everyone thinks that it does
something other than what it does.
Many people flow into our office
asking how they can sign up for
horseback riding trips and short
courses. I would like to take this
opportunity to clear the confusion.
Campus Council was. created in
1969 when a need to combine and
coordinate all facets of the campus
community was felt. The Council's
basic function is to legislate in the
areas of student life and extracurri-
cular activities. We make recom
mendations to the President of the
College, the Board of Trustees and
other organisations. One of the
Council's responsibilities is to allo
cate the $45 that is deducted from
every student's tuition. "
This money is referred to as the
student activities fee and goes to
fund all Campus Council chartered
organizations. The chartered
groups include: Black Students As-
sociation, GayLesbian Support
Group, Jewish Students Assoc., Ju-
dicial Board, Men's Volleyball
team, NAACP, Newman Club, the
Voice and Index, Student Activities
Board, Student Government Assoc.,
Women's Resource Center and
Wooster Christian Fellowship.
The money is spread around in
an attempt to affect as many stu
dents as possible.
Campus Council was also respon
sible for seetting up the Scots Key
and must approve any changes in
it.
Basically - a law-maki-ng body- - in
the past,' Campus Council is going
through some .slow but positive
changes. As chairperson, my main
goal is .to increase communication
between the students, faculty, and
administration. Hopefully, by ac-
complishing this we will be able to
smoothly and effectively deal with
issues : and concerns facing "the
campus before they become monu-
mental problems. - " ..'-"- -
By having informal dinner meet-
ings with a chartered group a
week, incorporating our minutes
into the faculty meetings, talking to
President Copeland. Dean Plus-quell- ec
and the Board of Trustees
on a regular basis, we are trying to:
send out the signal that we are
here, we are your represntatives,
and we want to make this campus
the very best it can be. However,
this Is where you come in. Council
members represent quite a variety
of campus interests but none of us
petend to be mindreaders. If there
is something about this college that
you would like to - see changed,
revised, added or discussed it is up
to you to let us know. Complaining
about something is not going to
change it productive action
will!! ...
Our meetings are open to the
entire campus and are usually
scheduled weekly. You do not have
to be a Council member to speak
up at meetings. They are informal
and as a member of the Wooster
community you can participte as
much as anyone else.
Please come to the next Campus
Council meeting and see what it is
all about. Thank you.
PLANNED PARENTHOOD
of Wayne County --
2680V4 Cleveland Road .
Wooster, Ohio 44691
(216) 345-779- 8
Office hours 9:00-4:3- 0 Monday-Frida- y
. Birth Mtral eiimic.
All crvicc are confidential. Low coat, quality medical care.
All medical examinations done CaIl lor an appointment.
AAATSOS
FAMILY RESTAURANT
GREEK FOOD AND PIZZA
154 West Liberty Street
PHONE 264-CSS- 3
(Adjacent corner from Fresdlandsrs)
Hours: Monday-Thursda- y 11 a.m.-l- l p.m.
, Friday & Saturday 11 a.m.-Mldnlg- ht
Sunday Noon-- 1 1p.m.
Offer applle writfe college LO.
Extra large pizza receive $1.53 off
Reg. large pizza receive I1.C3 off
Medium size pizza receive 75 1 off --
Small pizza receive 53t off
1 h H :
'.. m m w aV . I
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The Campos Council Representativea for 198S--M are: Kabddm AU-Haasa- ta. Michael Fniemaa. Jim Hartmaa, Marthat v j a 1 n...w na coi Varmann Ttmwmtave Rinmbr. Suebw Clvdeadala. Billdm Andrewa.nuum s. JohnwMdam. Joan Kreicar. Anne FeacocK. opal Davis, rergu go. nimnm-- ,
Murphy, fenny Dean, and Dave Riley. Missing in Donald Hanrard, John rummer ana &en rmaqueuec rnowsrspn 07PTans Janl Men. -
Council Representatives
BY SUE CLYDESDALE
Campus Council is comprised of
an incredible variety of people.
These people represent you and
many different facets of the cam-
pus. Below are brief descriptions of
the members and how you can get
In touch with them. -- '
Kudbuddin Ali-Huss- ain is the rep-
resentative from the International
Students Association. He is a junior
from Malaysia. Din's extension is
2893 and his box number is 102. He
lives in Babcock.
Bill Andrews, chairperson of the
student activities board, is a junior
chemical physics major and can be
reached at extension 2667 and Box
1060. Bill resides in Bissman.
Opal Davis, a sophomore chemis-
try major represents the Black
Students Assn. Get In touch with
her at extension 2671 or Box 148L
She lives in Compton.
. Scott Ferguson, chairperson of
the Social Concerns Committee of
the Student Gov't. Assn. is a second
year RA in Andrews. He is a senior
history major and can usually be
found at ext. 2613.
Jenny Dean, a senior art major is
president of the the Student Govt..
Assn. She lives in Severance Art
Bldg., Box 1487, extension 2710.
- Michael Freeman is a faculty
representative who serves as direc-
tor of Andrews Library. A trans
planted Vermonter, Michael lives
in Wooster with his wife and two
daughters. His campus extension' is
2483.
Jim Hartman, also a faculty rep-
resentative, is an Assistant Profes-
sor of Mathematical Sciences. Af-
ter receiving his Ph.D. at Michigan
State, Jim began teaching here
in 1981. His campus extension is
2239.
Donald Harward is a representa-
tive of the college administration.
His title is Vice President for
Academic Affairs and Professor of
Philosophy. His office extension is
2436.
Joan Krejcar, also a faculty re-pressntat- ive,
is new to council this
year. She received her M.F.A. from
Indiana and has been an Assistant
Professor of Art at Wooster since
1982. Her extension is 2191. I
429 E. Liberty
262-334- 4
' located at the base of Coall Avmauo
We'carry a lore selection off domestic and
Imported boors and wines as state minimum
prices. ;r7
..' --V, ; -- : '. :...
ttenday thru Thursday 1 1 to 1 1 pn
Friday end Saturday 11 cm to 1 cm
John Murphy, a senior history
major, is a second year member of
Campus Council. A resident of
Douglass Hall, John is very active
in many campus activities. You
can get in touch with him at
extension 2649 or box 2336. - - -
John Plummer, an administra-
tive representative, is the Account-
ing Supervisor as well as an Assist-
ant Professor of Economics. A
graduate of Wooster, John works in.
the treasurer's office and has spent
many years on Council.
Ken Plusquellec, also a Wooster
grad. and an administrative repre-
sentative, is the Dean of Students.
You. can contact him through the
Dean's Office.
Dave Riley is vice president of
the Student Government Assn. and
a senior history major. A second
year RA, he resides in Stevenson
Hall. Contact Dave at extension
2642.
. ' . . '
Dave Rlmmler is an elected
member-at-larg- e who lives in West-
minster House. This senior chemis-tr- y
major can be reached at exten- -'
sion 2727.
Anne Peacock and Martha Lucius
are non-elect- ed members but serve
very important roles in the daily
running of the council. Anne, the'
council treasurer, is responsible for
keeping the books for all the chart-
ered organizations. She is the one
to talk to if you have any questions
concerning funding. Her office
hours are Tuesday from 4:30-5:3- 0
and Thursday from 6:15 to 7:15.
Martha is the 'council secretary
whose main job is taking complete
and often complicated minutes at
the meetings. Both are juniors.
Anne lives in Miller Manor and :
Martha lives in Babcock.
Susan Clydesdale, chairperson of
this group, is a junior social wel-
fare, major who lives in Douglass.
Feel free to contact her at exten-
sion 2646 or box 1377.
The Campus Council office is
inside the Student Government
Assn. office in the basement of
Lowry Center. Stop by any time the
door is open or call us at extension
2773. W would all like to bear from
you.,,
. ,
-
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Life in the Western world in this
last quarter of the twentieth centu-
ry is full of marvels - ready for a
cliche? that many of us take for
granted. But if many of us accept
as natural functions of existence
such provender as three meals a
day (often of questionable nutri
tional value), electricity enough to
run a warehouse full of gadgets
ultimately irrelevant to the stuff of
life, and vats of running water free
from bacterial nightmares. Many
also travel the Great Interstate of
Life with little or no awareness of
some of the pitfalls of life in
America.
Did he say 'pitfall ?' Here in the
U.S. of A.?
Much as one may question Amer-
ican political history from the mis-manifestat- ion
of Manifest Destiny
to the non-diploma- cy of Mr. Rea-
gan's fearless flotilla, there can be
little question that the socio-econom- ic
framework of the West has
made life a great deal easier for a
lot of just plain Joes. With occa-
sional wrinkles here and there, it
runs really smoothly. Mr. X happi-
ly embraces his paycheck every
week or two, pays the bills, per-
haps even enjoys the fruit of his
labor to an extent, and is certainly
entitled to mutter a bit about the
high cost of a living which he is
under no obligation to pursue.
Where can Mr. X possibly go
wrong (hint: this is probably a
loaded question)? Let us digress on
two Impracticalities of Western so-
ciety that reflect my. orientation
both as a music major and as a
member of the Bread and Justice
House: Art and Justice.
Wooster receives money with the
Lucy's
Finder to
Speak
In November of 1974 in the afar
region of Ethiopia, Donald Johan-so- n
found a partial skeleton, about
3.5 million years old. Lucy, the
oldest, most complete, best pre-
served skeleton of an erect walking
human ancestor, lead to the nam-
ing of a new species and to new
speculations about the age of
mankind, inspired new theories
about the importance of monoga-
mous bonding in human evolution,
and raised, as Johanson had pre-
dicted, "one hell of a stink." The
discovery forced a major relnter-pretatio- n
of human evolution, and
as Johanson says of himself and his
colleagues, "blew us out of our
little anthropolotieal minds for
months."
In bis lecture next Tuesday night,
Donald Johanson, paleoanthropolo-gls- t,
former curator of Physical
Anthropology and Director of Re-
search at the Cleveland Museum,
and Fouading Director of the Insti-
tute of Human Origin at Berkeley,
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Soup And
stipulation that it be spent on a
wonderful computer-syste- m that
will make existing computer equip-
ment at the College obsolete (that's
a lot of money in obsolete hard-
ware); the projected new music
building (I like pipe-dream- s) has
yet to hit blueprints. Relax; I'm not
knocking the Vax, and I'm not
crying in my departmental beer.
The fact remains that, in our socie-
ty, computers are Practical, and
Art is not.
Let me think about that one.
Computers increase productivity;
doesn't Muzak?
A friend of mine in New Jersey is
a very fine artist who enjoys work-
ing in an idiom of quasi-Romant-ic
surrealism, but has been doing
pleasant landscapes for a publisher
in New York who mass-produc- es
prints for JC Penney-typ- e offices.
He showed them a landscape with a
barn and some cows; they liked the
painting, they said, but the cows
had to go. Horses are more noble,
you see; cows are subliminally
threatening after all, they do get
eaten.
Aesthetics don't always fall prey
to the smooth running of the ma-
chine. Often they're governed by a
stylized person, called Market.
Publishers often refuse to even
consider printing a book unless it
contains enough erotica for Mr.
Market to want to buy it What doyou mean, how well is it written?
Robert Benchley was required to
insert sex into the plot of Jaws in
order to be published; and don't
talk to me about Octopussy.
' Okay, so artists sometimes spen
a lifetime trying' to sustain their
principles while attempting to
make a livig; and maybe some of
i.j :f::.
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will describe the discovery of Lucy.
He recounts the odd turns and
twists which Lucy has contributed
to the story of hominid develop-
ment. "Not even Darwin wouldhave expected them." And he
I them give up their, principles in
order to cash in and make life in
; the Machine smoother for them- -
selves. Aesthetics make Art im-
practical, or, rather current notions
of Art make aesthetics unprofita-
ble.
Law, on the other hand, is not
without profit, if the income of
lawyers be any judge. But what of
Justice?
When I was working at a bank,
one of my more amusing exploits
was to search for coherent sen-
tences in the Income Tax Extracts.
This country certainly has a great
load of Law, of sufficient compass
and so archanely phrased as to
appear to make Justice a very
flexible thing indeed. Verily, as
Oscar Wilde posits in the prologue
to The Picture of Dorian Gray,
'even things that are true can be
proved.'
I know of a case in the past few
years, of which the circumstances
could hot easily be made to fit the
'model instance' (as often it can-
not). The results of the case did not
take into account the full facts of
the incident, and therefore the re-
sult did not jibe with the defend-
ant's understanding of the law,
although the defendant had taken
counsel with others more knowl-
edgeable than he. It is interesting
to note that, of the possible out-
comes, the court's decision resulted
in the maximum potential profit.
Is Justice an unwavering ideal, "
or is it a commodity to be haggled
over by merchant lawyers? Is Jus
tice in the courts any different than
Justice between nattouT-Uayfee- we &
should appoint a committee ... I v v
Art, Justice; who cares?
"J
shows us some of the work. Qui
methods, disappointments. andthrms of fossil hunting and inter-- command system that could sur-pretatio-fi.
Johansoa's lecture. fUus-- vrre deliberate attack of a sort that
trated with slides, wm take place in the Soviet Union could readily un--
wuiwviptiaiKup.m. I
"A
ES J? Wtttl. at herSEES'"? w h
SAD? Don't Go MAD!
COMMENTARY
BY GRANT STEVENSON
The anxious question has arisen
in the United States . whether , a
superpower could possibly , win . a
nuclear war through "nuclear, de
capitation." The nuclear decapita-- J
uon of an adversary's command.
control, communications, and intel--j
ligence system (C3I) occurs when
the aggressor pre-emptiv- ely strikes- -
and obliterates, that, adversary's
systemenough to. thwart a counter!
Charles Hanley, in his well writ
ten series. "Living With Thd
Bomb," which appeared 'in., the
Cleveland Plain Dealer last spring,
made the overt staement that)
"many argue nuclear war is sol
horrible neither superpower would
start one? But the next day he
specified that, "technology leaps
have outstripped the old nuclear
strategy of mutual assured destruc-
tion, the stalemate supposedly
achieved by each superpower's
knowledge that attacking the other!
would invite reciprocal catastrophe
... Today's accurate weapons allow
strategists to contemplate wars
waged through . counter-forc-e
strikes against military targets and
'decapitation of command centers,!
with relatively limited damage to
society at large." Is it possible for
the Soviets to decapitate the United;
States or vice versa? Does the
mutual assured destruction (MAD)
stalemate still exist?
John Steinbruner of the Brook
ings Institution wrote in Foreign
roucj magazine that "the United
state does not have a strategic
flertaxe. rewer than 100 judiciously
recital last Saturday: AeMmn....
marte teputot. PhrtMranh HbVlf il2
targeted nuclear weapons could so
severely damage the U.S. commu-
nications facilities and command
centers that form the military
chain of command that the actions
of individual weapons commanders
could no longer be controlled or
coordinated ... even 50 nuclear
weapons are probably sufficient tolimit, the ability trf direct U.S.
strategic forces to coherent purpos-
es." The Soviet command system is
even more vulnerable because of
it centralization. " '
The United States strategic com-
mand implements a "fail-safe- "
communication system. A fall-saf- e
system disallows a bomber or
ICBM (intercontinental ballistic
missile) launch pad to fire a nucle-
ar weapon without up-to-the-mi-nute
confirmation from top governmen-
tal authorities such as the president --
or his secretary of state or defense.
It is true, then, that if the Soviets
decided on a surprise first strike on
the United States' C3I that, because
of the fall-sa- fe system, America's
nuclear deterrent would be deacti-
vated? The point is that there is
one member of the deterrent that is
not covered by the fail-saf- e sys-
tem: the invulnerable submarines!
Even if submarines were coveredby the fail-sa- fe system and they
may be in the future the results
of just one United States Trident
submarine, for example, continuing
on its course toward its part of the
otherwise aborted counter-strik- e
would be catastrophic for the Sovi-
ets. One hundred ninety-tw- o 281-kflot- oa
independently targeted war-
heads would rain down on Soviet
strategic or conventional forces orpopulation and industrial centers.
' . Contlamd ea Fast is
Toxicity
Concerns
Student
BY WOLFGANG HOECHELE
On Thursday. Sept 15, James
Jorkasky, who graduated from the
- College of Wooster in 1977 and is
now working for HMIA (Health
Manufacturers Industry Associa-
tion), gave a lecture entitled
"Ethylene oxide: Why is the Gov-
ernment concerned with this or any
other Chemical?" Jorkasky spoke
not only about the reasons for this
concern, but also about how deci-
sions are made as to what concen-
trations of chemicals workers may
be exposed to, and which groups
influence these decisions.
Ethylene oxide is used as a
starting material in the manufac-
ture of further chemicals, and as a
sterilizing agent The instruments
to be sterilized are put into a closed
chamber and exposed to high con-
centrations of the gas. Subsequent-
ly the ethylene oxide is driven out
of the materials again, until its
concentration is less than 50 ppm(parts per million, or milligrams
per kilogram, which is the maxi-
mum level now permitted in the
US).
People became concerned about
this chemical because experiments
indicated that it might be a carcin-
ogen and a . mutagen. One of these
experiments showed that rats ex-
posed to ten ppm of ethylene oxide
once a day developed brain tumors.
This fact in itself does not mean
that humans would be affected as
wen, since many, chemicals: have
been found to be toxic for humans
but not for rats, and vice versa.
The crucial point of this experi-
ment was that the type of brain cell
that developed tumors in the - rats
also exists in humans. It can there-
fore be assumed that ethylene ox-
ide may wen have similar effects
in human brain tissue.
According to a recent risk assess-
ment study, the results summa-
rised above would mean that at 50
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ppm the probability of a worker
getting (and dying from) cancer is
one percent very high level.
At one ppm this risk would be 10-1-2
cancer deaths per 100,000 ex-
posed. The risk that is usually
regarded as acceptable is 1100,000.
Therefore, consumer groups and
onions pressed for a maximum
level of 0.1 pp.m. Jorkasky said
that the level that will be permitted
in February, (when the decision will
be reached) will probably be about
0.5 ppm. .
What is the reason for this rela-
tively high level, considering the
number of people who may die of
cancer due to this chemical? It is
the economy, the cost the great
sacrifice of the industry that often
seems to be the golden calf of the
West and the problem of checking
whether the limit is actually kept
Jorkasky said that many people
think that the Industry has more
influence than it should in the
making of guidelines of this sort
He did not say what he himself
thought of this influence.
At this -- and some other points in
his lecture, I had the impression
that Jorkasky was censoring him-
self quite sad in a country which
is committed to freedom of speech.
It may of course be that he had not
arrived at a definite Judgment him-
self, but if he censored himself, he
surely had a reason to do so.
Further groups, in addition to the
ones mentioned, that influence the
establishment of a regulation are:
The Congress; Reagan and his
administration (which has been
very reluctant about decreasing
permitted levels of chemicals until
very recently. Now the upcoming
elections are causing it to step up
its initiative a bit); the EPA and
independent ecological groups (for-ethyie- ne
oxide, is. xoutinely; emitted
into the air. Jorkasky did not go
into the details of this aspect of the
problem, as his main concern was
ethylene oxide- - in the health Indus--,
try);:and courts, which set prece-
dents by
Thus all regulations about maxi-
mum levels of chemicals permitted
are compromises, which means
that one should never believe that
the levels permitted really are
safe.
Students Find
Soviet Union at Fault
BY IAN U. FRIED
On Sept IS, It and 20, in Lowry Center asurvey was taken on the
downinc of the Korean Airlines Flight 007 by Soviet fighters. Three
questions were asked; 1) do you think that the Soviet Union-wa- sjustified in shooting down Korean Airlines Flight 007? 2) How would
--yom rate President Reagan's --acttans and reactions-t- o the Soviets for
the shooting idwsrrJf SLmnrXJd lids-incide- nt change yourviewat the Soviet Union? Cf the .122 stndehta surveyed, C5 were male
ana 57 were female, izr--?--- 'i r-."- - -Question n -- Deryatflhinfc that the Soviet Union wasrjustiSed in ;
shooting down-llorea- n Flight 0OT? -- v , "''.- -
- Males - Females
YES
NO
JJONTKNOW
7.4 7.7 7.0
77.0 78,0 72.9
NO OPINION v 14.7 15.4 ' 14.1
Ifany-- students --who- answered - DON'T KNOW complained that
nobody really knows the whole story and it is very hard to discern
what is the truth.
Question 2 How would you rate President Reagan's actions
and reactions to the Soviets for shooting down Flight 007?
NOT STRONG ENOUGH 28.7
ABOUT RIGHT 29.95
TOO STRONG , 9.0
DONT KNOWNO OPINION 32.8Question 3 Did this incident change your view of the Soviet
, Union at all?
YES 27.0
'-
-:NO - - " - ; - 72.2
DONT KNOWNO OPINION 0.8
.Every person , who said that -- their view had changed, said it
- became a more negative view. . '' --J'' v - 'irCC-- - f":'
STREETCAR
Continued from Page 1
because of the challenges it offers
both the actors and the audience.
The actors must bring to life the
many-facete- d personalities created
by Tennessee Williams, and the
audience must experience rather
than judge these characters be-
cause there is "no clear delineation
between protagonists and villains.
The intimacy of the Shoolroy
Theatre and the interaction be-
tween actors and audience should
provide a unique atmosphere and
produce' an exciting evening of
theatre.
Performance time is 8:15 p.m.,
and tickets are available at the box
office in the Freedlander lobby.
COLLEGE GOADS
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331 W. Liberty
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Expires: September 24
If you are Jbetween 18-- 9, you may
qualify for executive responsibility.
Qualified applicants will receive a
commission in the Army and earn oyer
$16,000 annually after successful com'
pletion of a 14 week training course. ,
Generous Benefit proexam: Aptitude"
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Sports
Women Take GLCA Tourney
By CAROLYN MATTHEWS
The word is out. The volleyball
team is here, and they are here to
win.
The team is still undefeated (5-- 0)
after winning four matches this
weekend in Kalamazoo, Michigan.
They weren't just any four
matches, they were matches in the
GLCA tournament. - The women's
volleyball team is 1983's Great
Lakes College Association champi-
ons.
The tournament started on Fri-
day and Wooster immediately dis-
patched ' host Kalamazoo, 15-- 5,
and 15-- 8. Later that day they de-
feated Oberlin, 15-- 6, 15-1- 2. This
victory moved the Scotties into
semi-fin- al play on Saturday.
Saturday morning Kenyon be-
came Wooster's third victim, the
scores 15-1- 1. and 15-- 5. In the finals
they faced a tough adversary in
Hope College. Wooster was a bit
nervous at first, but Coach Stock-ha- m
said that "Hope was a little
Soccer Squad Dumps Earlham
BY JOHN STAPLETON
The College of Wooster Fighting
Scot soccer team survived a gruel-
ing week of action which saw them
drop a tough 6--0 decision to the
Akron Zips and emerge victorious
in a double overtime marathon
against Earlham College.
In the contest with Akron, the
Scots were overwhelmed by a very
strong Division I team. The Zips
managed a punishing 42 shot at-
tack, 25 on goal compared to only
two shots for Wooster, none on
goaL
"They could have scored 15 goals
against us," commented Scot coach
Bob Nye. "They are a quality
team, it should be a learning expe-
rience for us alL In about two
weeks we'll be able to tell if it was
worthwhile."
The Scots rebounded from their
disappointing loss at Akron to cap-
ture their first victory of the year
on the road at Earlham College last
Saturday, 1-- 0. The game's only goal
came from Doug Hart with 2:30 left
in the second overtime period.
"It's good to win one," replied
Coach Nye. "We did more things
right this time." Those "things"
included a more tenacious defense
and more offensive pressure, evi-
dent in that the Scots fired 24 shots,
10 on goal compared to only six on
goal by Earlham.
Nye was not totally satisfied with
his team's performance - though,
noting that most everything could
be improved, especially overall de-
fensive play and individual funda-
mentals.
The Scots (1-- 4) open a four game
home-stan- d tomorrow at 2:00 when
they square off against Wilmington
College. The match-u- p is very im-
portant to the Scots who have had
little success against the Wilming-
ton squad in recent memory.
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too cocky and that they were sur-
prised by the way we stuck close in
the first game," which the Scotties
won, 15-1- 0. The second game score
was identical, but this time Hope
was on the winning end. In the final
game it was the same effort that
had brought the team this far that
enabled the Scotties to pull out a
hard fought 15-1-3 victory. It took
approximately two hours and 10
minutes to play those three games!
Some of the players who had an
excellent weekend are junior Karen
Light, who excelled in hitting and
blocking. Sophomore Tammy Allen
was outstanding in the hitting and
serving department. Sophomores
Jackie Murphy and Liz Resek also
contributed consistancy to the serv-
ing game. Tammy, Jackie, and
sophomore Cindy Panos covered
the backcourt passing duties skill-
fully. Finally sophomores Nora
Land and Bernice Walker did an
excellent job setting.
Save $2.00 on your next Shampoo, Cut & Blow
Dry With Student I.D. Ask for Laurie K. Roben
with this ad
Bulldogs Devour Wooster
Scots Still Looking for First Win
By PETE BOTTI
"So much for a fast start; we
needed to get off to a fast start, and
we failed to do so," said Wooster's
Coach Kapp. The Scots (0-- 2) were
chewed up, 34-- 7, by the Bulldogs of
Adrian College (2-0- ), Michigan, last
Saturday night
"We were overmatched; they
were a faster, stronger, and bigger
team; they were Just a good team
that made us look bad," said a
disappointed Kapp. The Bulldog's
offensive statistics confirmed
Kapp's conclusions, as the Adrian
offense went through the Scot de-
fense like a knife cutting through
melting butter. .
The Bulldogs worked over the
Scot defense, leaving many bruised
players. Behind 10 returning letter-me- n
on offense, and 10 returners on
defense, the Adrian offensive at-
tack accounted for 384 total yards,
with their one back, Ifotte, totaling
153 yards rushing. "Motte was a
good back, maybe as good a back
as well face all year," said Kapp.
Wooster, on the other hand, could
hardly generate any offensive at-
tack, totaling an ineffective 147
yards.
"We didn't run an that badly;
they were just fast coming off the
blocks, so we couldn't get any real;
long yardage inside; we did get
outside a few times on the option,"
said Kapp. Senior Dave Jones
scampered for 35 yards, mostly
outside runs, to lead the Scot
ball carriers. '- -a -
The Wooster passing attack was
impotent, as they accounted for
only a paltry 43 yards on seven
completions, while Adrian totaled
143 yards passing. They had a
good pass riuh, so we had to get
the ban away quickly; we didntl
catch as well as last week," said
Kapp.
The Wooster offense made two
big mistakes, which made matters
worse for themselves. After Adrian
made two field goals to make the
score 6-- 0 in the first quarter, a
Lacchese pass was picked off and
0
returned 32 yards for touchdown.
The score increased Adrian's lead
to 13-- 0 with the extra point The
second mistake occurred in the
fourth quarter with Adrian holding
a commanding edge, 27-- 7. Wooster
coughed up the football in their own
endzone, with an Adrian defender
pouncing on the ball for a touch-
down. With the extra point, the
Bulldogs put the Scots well away
from contention at 34--7.
The Wooster defense played poor-
ly, as evidenced by Adrian's offen-
sive statistics. "Our tackling was
poor; our game strategy (defen-
sively) was sound, but we jut didn't
tackle wen," said Kapp.
With the score 20-- 0 late in the
second quarter, Wooster's first and
only score came on a five yard
pass from Luechese to Buhmeyer,
making the score 20-- 7 with Latiffs
extra point The score stood at half.
One bright spot for the Scots was
their panting. Two sophomores,
Tim Scott and Doug Grosel, togeth-
er averaged 39 yards per punt
while last week they only averaged
29 yards per punt
The Scots travel to Gambler,
Ohio, tomorrow to confront-th-e
Lords of Kenyon (1-0-1-). The out-
look seems discouraging. Kenyon,
which beat Otterbein 10-- 0 last Sat-
urday, a team that only lost 9--7 to
. Adrian, is really strong defensive-
ly. The --Lords rely heavily on their
passing game because they have an
excellent wide receiver in Todd
Stoner. "To win, we need to get a
right frame of mind; we need to
generate points offensively and tac-
kle defensively," said Kapp.
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The World
According
Somewhere In the World of
Sports:
To Ohio State fans who are
slowly working off great quantities
of yeast, barley and hops because
of OSU's victory over Oklahoma
Don't get too excited, Ohio State
will not. finish the season as the
number one team in the nation. The
Cornhuskers of Nebraska sit on top
of all the major polls. It will stay
that way.
The Huskers have charged
through their first three opponents
compiling 180 total points. In
Saturday's abuse of Minnesota, Ne-
braska amassed 736 yards en route
to scoring 83 points. On Sunday,
CBS's NFL TODAY ran highlights
of the contest The television screen
was a blur of red and white uni-
forms dancing into the endzone.
Heisman Trophy candidate half-
back Mike Rozier (458 yards on SO
carries, 9.1 average), and talented
quarterback Turner Gill (28 com-
pletions in. 48- - attempts for 600
yards) will lead Nebraska over the
UCLA Bruins this weekend. ...
A different fate awaits the pride
of Columbus. Eighty thousand de-
lirious Iowa fans to be exact. The
Buckeyes, ranked third in the na-ti- n,
will travel to Des Moines and
clash with seventh ranked Iowa.
The game should prove to be an
aerial showcase. The Hawkeyes
have stacked up 549 passing yards,
the Buckeyes 507. Look for Iowa to
terminate Ohio State's undefeated
: season. - ." i.-V- --
Intramural Highlight of the
Week: Lefty slugger Dave Schmitz
of Kappa Chi's IM Softball team
crunched a gigantic drive in Tues-
day's game. Das Boot rightfielder
Dave Skinner: has a good set of
wheels, but he would have needed a
747 to catch this shot.
The ball finally settled near the
pitchers mound of A field, in other
words, three miles west of Akron.
Football Footnotes; Running as
quiet as a cat. Franco Harris has
moved Into third place on the
NFL's all-ti-me rushing list. Sunday
against New England,- - Harris will
Harriers Fifth In
By DAVID BOOP
The Wooster Mens' Cross Coun-
try team travelled almost eight
hours this past weekend to run in
the GLCA meet at Hope College In
Holland, Michigan. The Scots re-
building process continued to show
signs of vast improvement as the
squad finished very respectable
fifth at the extremely competitive
meet . . .
The first three schools were Wa-
bash. Hope, and Albion respective-
ly. None of these Institutions com-
petes with Wooster In the OAC
With 122 points, the Scots
finished a mere seven points behind
OAC rival Ohio Wesleyan. Last
year at this same meet the men
finished last and went on to a
dismal season. be
- Leading: this year's turnaround
has been freshman Paul Fleming.
He crossed the finish in 10th place
with blazing time of 26:35. Senior
co-capta- in Bill Jackson and Junior
Ken Godlewski crossed the finish in
under 28 minutes and finished 20th
and 25th respectively. Junior Al
Jacobsen and freshman Bob Jones
rounded out the scoring for the
To Wardy
squeeze past the Juice (6.J. Simp-
son). Pittsburgh's Harris needs
only 33 yards to pass Simpson and
become the NFL's second all-ti- me
rushing leader. 11,237 is Franco's
magic number.
Woo Gridiron: The bad news is
Wooster's offense has only man-
aged 201 rushing yards on 88 car-
ries, a 2.3 yard average. The good
news is Kenyon's offense has
crawled for 133 rushing yards on 73
carries a 1.8 average. If they are
to attain respectability, the Scot O
must pick up soon. The Scots play
Kenyon tomorrow. Look for Woos-t-er
to pick up win number one.
Trivia question: What College
of Wooster professor was a sports-writ- er
for the college in the 1950's?
Baseball Banter: Elvis. Presley
was king, Khrushchev was barking
at the United States, and the class
of '1984 was a conglomeration of.
chromosomes when the Chicago
White Sox last clinched the Ameri-
can League pennant But the White
Sox clinched the AL West pennant
last week and are cruising at an 89-6-1
clip.
-
The reasons for the Sox's turn-
around: the rejuvenated bat of
Carlton Fisk (25 HR's 81 RBI's. .290
BA); the best starting pitching in
the majors since the all-st- ar break;
Rich Dotson, Floyd Bannister, and
Cy Young hopeful LeMarr Hoyt
who have combined for 55 victories
this year. Solid seasons from, veter-
ans Greg Luzinski (30, 89. .256)
Tom Paciorek (856Kr.293) and
underrated ' outfielder "Harold
Baines (.283 with a 15 game hitting
streak) have boosted the Sox. Win- -,
nlng'17 consecutive home games
between August 27 and September
18 did not hurt Chicago's cause. - . .
Trivia Answer: Geology profes-
sor F.W. Cropp wrote the well-kno- wn
sports column "The Outcrop
by Fred Cropp." Who says rocks
aren't for jocks. ' '
Quote of the Week: Co-Edit- or
Paul Miller's declaration one half
second before Implanting a halex
ping-pon- g ball into Ward's ster-
num. "Chomp on this Ward!" The
ball was not returned.
Strong Field
Scots and were both under 29 min-
utes.. -
In alL.nine out of the 12 Scots
travelling to the meet broke the 30
minute mark. Andy Baird. Dave
Brandt and Erik Jacobsen were
among ' this group that made the
long haul to Michigan seem all
worthwhile.
This week Coach Bean's charged
up runners are home hosting the
OAC relays. This competition is
unlike any during the season. In-
stead of running five miles, five
two-ma- n teams will run three two
mile legs for each man. Thus each
runner will run his leg then wait
until his teammate returns from
his two mile leg until each has gone
three times. Most of the OAC will
coming to Wooster for this meet
and it should be quite interesting.
The start is near the practice
soccer field at 11:00 this Saturday
morning.- - .
i:SOCklY
o
Action from last Wednesday's field hockey game against MtuHngnm. Photograph by
Field Hockey Dominant
By KATHY MARSHALL
and JUDY SKWXERTZ
This weekend the Wooster Scot-tie- s
competed in the Great Lakes
College Association tournament In
Michigan. The team achieved victo-
ries- in , all three of their contests.
Wooster shut out Hope College 3--,
walked over Kenyon 4--1, and coast-
ed by EarJham 5--1. During all three
of these games Wooster dominated
the play with their strong offensive
line and tough defense.
.
The scoring team of Carol Martin
and Patty Rudman proved very
effective in all three ' games.
Against Kenyon, Rudman scored
one goal, and her aggressive play
kept the ball in the attacking end of
the field. Martin scored one goal In
the game against Kenyon, two
against Hope, and three against
Earlham. But the most exciting
part of the weekend was discover-
ing the scoring strength of the
entire forward line. Deb Bianco
fired off her first score of the season
against Kenyon. In the same con-
test. Mary Karoly scored two
goals. Julie Schubert scored in the
Women Harriers
.
By TOM WARD
Last weekend, the College of
Wooster's women's cross country
team traveled to Michigan to com-- l
pete in the Great Lakes College
Association meet Their journeyl
proved to be worth the effort
Wooster captured second place at
the GLCA with 58 points. Only
Earlham College (53 points) com-
peting In generic uniforms, finished
ahead of the women harriers.
Wooster nipped Denison University
(62 points) and thoroughly outran
Hope College (80 points) and Albion
College (88 points). A strong Ohio
Wesleyan team had to withdraw
from the competition because of an
insufficient number of runners. -
Although no :. Wooster runner
snapped the tape; the team did
record three top 10 finishes. Liz
Moran paced the team with a 19:14
time, good enough for fifth overall.
Following Moran were- - freshman
Becky Pickett 19:41 (ninth overall)
Or
Earlham game, and assisted in
freshman Kate Koehlerrs goaL '
Wooster's defense looked very
strong this weekend. This was espe-
cially evident In the defense's sup-
port of the midfield and attacking
areas. Throughout the entire tour
fnament only two goals were scored
against them. The team - of Lisa
Blackadar and Ellen Wright were
very instrumental In moving -- the
ball up at the attacking line. Fine
play be M.C. Avinger, Kathy Jirus
and Sue Wagner kept the ball out of
opponent scoring range.
The Scotties have a great deal of
depth this. year. They- - are able to
call on fine players who are really
willing to perform .on the field.
These players do more than just
give the starters a breather. The
play of Kate Kohler, Jen Kline,
Liddy Williams. Simone Jowette,
and Gretchen Dow contributed to
the success of the team this week-
end.
This year's talented team Is real
ly exciting to watch. So come out
and watch them play this Sunday
against the Clevelend club at 1:00
Cruise At GLCA
and Amy Smith 19:47 (10th over-
all). Theresa DeGuzman 20:14(15th overall) and Jean DanowskI
20:41 (19th overall) rounded out the
Scot's scoring.
Coach Craig Penney praised his
team's performance. "It was a
good meet to start with.. We know
what we can do, what our possibili- -
Continned on Page It
ATTENTION STUDENTS:
The last day for refunds on textbooks for
the fall semester Is October 1, 1983. All
refunds must be accompanied by sales
The Bookstore will
publisher all unsold textbooks beginning Oc-- J
tober 15, 1983. Please purchase any course d
requirements Detore the
Cheryl Lower. '
soccer Opinion
By AMY H. WEISBSRGZR
There is a big difference between
a real team and a group of Individ-
uals. .'Last Sunday the Womens'
Soccer Club lost 0--4 to Miami Uni-
versity la Oxford, Ohio. Miami was
bigger and faster. They ran Woo-
ster players all ever the field. But
most importantly, Miami appeared --
to be a team. .
They - appeared cohesive and
worked well together. They were
comfortable' in - knowing .' how to
position themselves on the field to
give and receive passes. They ran
less and shot more than Wooster.
: Teamwork is one of the most
beautiful phenomena in this
world. Tilings like passing and
positioning drills are Important but
teamwork and a spirited winning
attitude are most important Wom-
ens' Soccer, right now, is Just a
group of Individuals; not a real
team. People must make the extra
effort to get to know all other
members of the club, both on and
off the field, because teamwork
starts with communication and
friendship.
-
I see absolutely no stars In this
club who can carry the game by
themselves.7 1 see no losers. This
club has talented people covering
all positions so it has Immense
potential. It has experienced play-
ers who seem quite willing to teach
young, players. This Is also vital.
People should at least be willing to
stretch themselves as far as com-
ing to practice everyday. If the
club plays together everyday, com-rader- ie
and team spirit will devel-
op
beqln to return to the 3
above date.
Pare 11
6 t
6?
Tba women's soccer ctnb held tu aacoad
Photograph by Cheryl Lower.
Women Harriers
Continued from Page 15
ties are for future meets." Penney
continued, commenting on the
depth of this year's squad, "The
team had nine people in before
Denison's fifth runner finished."
Penney added "Becky Pickett's
performance was outstanding for a
freshman."
Penney likes the attitude the
team is carrying. "It is a very
competitive situation, 10 kids that
will force each other to work hard."
Rick,
hh
ft
cam of tho Mason Wedaeaday afternoon.
There is little doubt that this com-
petitive attitude paid off for the
women barriers at the GLCA meet.
The top five Wooster runners fin-
ished within one minute of each
other.
Tomorrow the Scots cruise to
Indiana University of Pennsylvan
ia. There they will compete against
many quality Division I and Divi-
sion n schools. Penney stated "It
will be super competition for us."
With the confidence gained from
a fine second place finish last
weekend, tomorrow's meet for the
women harriers will hopefullyprove to be all downhill.
Styling and Haircuts
for Men and Women
The Cortege's "family" Barbtr.
262-316- 6
Rita, Marty, Dave
418 N. Market
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ACDC rChoap Trick
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Round Records Ticket rpri
231 South Market St.
Wooster 264-411- 4
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Rugby Club Opens Season
By JOHN PETSXZ
Despite numerous obstacles, the
fall seaon of the Wooster Busby
Football Club has gotten underway
and all of those involved are look-in- g
forward to successful cam-
paign. The W.R.F.C. has had prob-
lems ranging from the inability to
get a practice field to the loss of
players due to graduation, but
hopefully most of these hurdles
have been cleared, and Wooster
Rugby's winning tradition can be
resumed.
Club president Steve Chychlyk is
guardedly optimistic in his apprais-
al of this year's squad. "The pack
looks solid." says Steve, "but the
backs are questionable due to the
loss of four starters from last year's
team. The club has also been
hampered by injuries to key. play- -
0,
. CvCjur Jv .
?( Zs--
en BUI LeBuhn and Jo Archibald;
both have been quality performers
In the past It is hoped that new
comers Greg Donated and. Dave
Mahood will be able to shore up the
Wooster attack. Other returning
starters from last year's roster in
clude Chris Coloraeci. Chip Patter,
Mike Phelps, .and Dave Beckman.
The remainder of the lineup win be
fOled out with relatively inexperi
enced players. The rugby club
opens its season on September 24, in
Columbus against the Kenyan B
team in preparation for its first
real test against West Virginia on
October 1, at home. The West Vir-
ginia game figures to be real battle
so a good turnout would be very
much appreciated. For students
interested in Joining the rugby dub
contact Steve Chychlyk at Box 1362. j
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Continued from Page 12
This 20-mega- ton yield Is more than
sufficient to completely destroy 20
Ifoscows or New York, or annihi-
late 100 Hlroshimas. This severe
amount of devastation' should at
least assure the Soviet govern-
ment's demoralization. '
If there is no HAD situation
anymore, each adversary certainly
still has the capability of wreaking
sufficient assured destruction
(SAD) upon the other-- When deal-
ing with nuclear warheads, there Is
no real practical difference be-
tween MAD and SAD.
i Today, at least until the subma-
rine deterrent becomes vulnerable,
It Is evident that neither side. East
nor Westr could survive a nuclear
conflict of any size, even if it was
Intended to be limited let alone
win. . It Is probably too complex to
control a potential nuclear
j. ,
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